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OBITUARY 

Professor Daya Krishna, an internationally 

recoginsed Indian Philosopher left his non-eternal body 

on the 5th of October 2007. His wife, Francine Krishna 

died on 8th February 1999. 

He was born on September 17, 1924. He was 

the eldest son among the four children ofKrishan Baldev 

Harita and Annapoorna Devi. He did his Master's degree 

from Delhi University in 1940. Then he pursued his 

doctoral research under the guidance of Professor 

Nikunja Vihari Banerjee at Delhi University. Firstly he 

was a teacher and researcher at Sagar University (MP) 

and later at Rajasthan University, Jaipur (1963-1984). He was a Visiting Professor 

at Carleton College, Minnesota, and at the University of Hawaii during 1971-72. 

Prof. Krishna's some books and edited volumes are as follows: 

1. Nature ofPhilosophy (Progressive Publishers, Calcutta,1956 ) was the Revised 

Version ofhis Ph.D thesis and it was his first book. 

2. Planning, Power and Welfare (Congress for Cultural Freedom, Delhi, 1959). It was 

his second book. 

3.	 Sarnvada , ICPR, 1991(edited along with Rege). It is a proceedings ofasymposium 

on interaction between Western and Indian ideas. 

4.	 Considerations Towards a Theory ofSocial Change (Bombay, 1956), It is Daya's 

very important book on Political Philosophy. 

5.	 In Indian Education Today, Prospectsand Perspectives (ed., Rajasthan University 

Press, Jaipur, 1973). 

6.	 Indian Philosophy: A CounterPerspective (OUP, Delhi, 1991). 

7.	 India'sIntellectual Traditions(ed., ICPR, 1987). 

8.	 Prolegomena to any Future Historiography of Cultures and Civilizations 

(pHISPC,1997). 
He was the Editor of JlCPR till his death. It may be stated that his sincere effort for its 
development has made it the mouthpiece ofIndian Philosophical thinking throughout 
the world. 

His death has come as a shock to us, which creates a vacuum in the academic field, 
which will never be filled up. 

Let us dedicate ourselves to the ideal ofProfessor Daya Krishna to do philosophy 

seriously to show him right tribute. 

Bhupendra Chandra Das 
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THE CONCEPT OF ULTIMATE REALITY AS ENVISAGED IN
 

INDIAN THOUGHT WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO ITS
 

ORIGIN IN VEDIC PHILOSOPHY AND DEVELOPMENT IN
 

ACARYA S'ANKARA AND RAMANUJA *
 

G.c. NAYAK 

The Vedas and the Upani s ads contain various accounts ofthe unique experiences 

of its seers, known as the Rsis, along with philosophical reflections on and 

discussion about the nature ofUltimate Reality largely based on such experiences. 

A consistent and a continuous search in this regard seems to have been evident 

here since the very inception ofwhat is well-known as the Vedic culture. That the 

Vedas and the Upanisads are a veritable treasure house of unique experiences 

leading to philosophical theories ofall sort is certainly not a discovery ofmine, for 

they have been held in the highest esteem in our tradition precisely because of this 

and they have been acknowledged to be so by a number of distinguished scholars 

and savants ofIndian thought in the recent past also. Surendra Nath Dasgupta, for 

example, whose mastery in the Indian Philosophical tradition is undisputed, has 

very clearly pointed out that "philosophical speculations in India can be traced to 

the intuitive experiences of the Upanisads and some of the Vedic hymns'". Sri 

Aurobindo and Radhakrishnan, in their own characteristic manner and style, are 

well-known for having emphasized the same point. Panikkar in recent times has 

also spoken of "the Vedic experience" and "the Vedic Epiphany'", emphasising 

the experiential aspect of the Vedas, in his own way. 

Here I will be giving some examples from the Vedic and the Upanisadic 

context to show how these typical experiences have influenced our Philosophical 

tradition in general, and the Vedantic tradition in particular. "Ekam sad vipra 

bahudhii vadanti""the one being sages call by various names; as they speak of 

Indra, Yama, Matarisvan etc.", this is the unique experience of the Rgvedic seer. 

It is the first of its kind in the entire history of humanity. "Tadevagnistadaditya 

• Paper submitted for the special session on 'Vedic Philosophy and its Heritage' in the 

WorldVedic Conferenceat Ujjain during 13-17Jan, 2007. 
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8 G.c. NAYAK 

stadvayustadu candrama ~ , Tadeva sukram tad Brahma ta 

apa ~ sa prajdpati ~ ", says the Yajurveda', "Agni is that, Aditya is that, 

Vayu is that, Candrama is that; the bright one is that, Brahman is that, Apas are 

that, Prajapati is That". The idea expressed here in the Yajurveda has a distinct 

affinity with that expressed in the well-known R gvedic passage mentioned above. 

What is important is that the Vedas identify all the Devas with one Ultimate Essence, 

and so also they identify one Deva with another. I would consider this identification 

to have an experiential basis in the seers of the Vedic literature rather than having 

much to do with metaphysical theories. Metaphysics developed in the later stages, 

to a certain extent in the Upanisadic age and in its full manifestation in the Advaita 

and the Vis' i ~ !advaita philosophies of S' ankara and Ramanuja , Here in the 

Vedas we come across this realization of oneness expressed in sublime words 

unparalleled in the history ofhumanity. The idea is not only found in the first book 

( rna J? c! ala) ofthe 1.3- gveda , it is worth noting, but is a persistent feature throughout 

the Vedas including the Atharva Veda also. This is how we can make sense of the 

following stanza of the Atharva Veda - "Yasya trayastrimsad Deva ange gatra 

vibhejire, Tan vai trayastrimsad Devaneke Brahmavido Viduh'", "In his body 

existed the three and thirty Devas dividing themselves into its limbs; those alone 

who knew Brahman knew the three and thrity Devas". This speaks of the greatness 

of the knower of Brahman, Brahmavit as he is called, who is evidently extrolled 

here only because ofhis knowledge ofBrahman. We find a similar emphasis in the 

Yajurveda also on the Paramatman or Brahman by whom this entire universe is 

sustained and who is the primal cause of every thing. "Prajapatiscarati garbho 

antar jayamano vahudha vijayate, Tasya yonim paripasayanti dhirastasmin 

ha tasthurbhuvanani visva"? The words "Paripasyanti dhira" highlighting direct 

experience need to be specially marked in this context. 

As already stated, all this in the Vedas has a basis in the unique experience 

of the Vedic seer, and it cannot therefore be regarded as mere speculation. One 

can designate the experience in question as spiritual only in the sense of adhyatmika , 

because there is nothing exclusively religious about it and yet it points to a reality 

that is extra-ordinary. Here I am not entering into the question of the objectivity or 

truth of the experience. I am only referring to those "original experiences which 

were the pattern - setters,"? in the words of William James. Their value, as James 

Philosophy and the Life-world 0 Vol. 11 02009 



9 G.C. NAYAK 

has pointed out in his monumental work in the context ofreligious experiences, is to 

be ascertained more or less also by similar criteria, by 'judgements based on our 

own immediate feeling" and "on what we can ascertain oftheir experiential relations 

to our moral needs and to the rest of what we hold as true."? Wherever, on the 

other hand, there is some speculation, there the Vedic language takes a different 

turn. For example, there is the questioning, an enquiry about, and a search for the 

nature of the support of the universe in the Atharva Veda as follows 

"Yasmdd ~co apdtaksan yojuryasmddapakasan, Sdmdniyasya 

lomdnyatharvdngiraso mukha".' skambham ta ".'briihi katama ~ svideva sah'" 

and also "Yatriidityas'ca Rudras'ca vasavas'ca samdhita ~ , Bhiita".' ca yatra 

bhavya ~ ca sarve loka ~ prati ~! hita ~ skambha m ta".' briihi katama ~ 

svideva sa h ''9 "Tell me the support of the universe: who, the one among many, is 

he from whom the Ric has been chiselled out, and Yajus clipped, whose hairs are 

saman songs, and whose mouth is Atharvangirasas?" "Tell me ofthe support of the 

universe : who, the one among many, is he in whom Adityas , Rudras and Vasus 

are united, in whom exist the past and the future and all the worlds." Here it is 

evident that speculative philosophical reflection is carried on by the Vedic seer 

consistently regarding the support of the universe (skambha), for example. But 

such speculative philosophical reflections have a basis in direct experience in the 

Vedas,at some stage or the other. 

The Atharva Veda points out "Yatra deva Brahmavido Brahma 

jye ~ ! hamupasate, yo vaitan vidyat pratyak ~a ~ sa Brahma vedita syat - "The 

devas with the sacred knowledge worship the highest Brahman; he who knows 

them face to face that sage has known the truth"!", Here there is a mention of the 

Upasana or worship ofthe highest Brahman, no doubt, but it is to be noted that this 

Vedictrend which has been highlighted in the Vedantic tradition of Ramanuja co

exists along side "Tadeva Brahma tvam viddhi nada m yadida- mupdsate " 

traditionhighlighted by S' ankara . Along with their different conceptual frame-works, 

their experiences were diverse of course, "If. ~ aya ~ montradra~! ara ~" - this 

tradition of our seers is however worth nothing here. It is significant that there is a 

reference to pratyak ~ a of Brahman in the above passage of the Atharva veda. 

The seer ofthe Yajur Veda, after having given the puru ~ ahyrnn dealing with Divine 

manifestation, declares firmly that he knows the puru~a who is refulgent as the 

Philosophy and the Life-world 0 Vol.11 02009 



10 G.c. NAYAK 

sun beyond darkness, by knowing whom alone one would transcend death. Here it 
is, as is evident, a case ofdirect experience, not based on any speculation or inferance. 

" Veddhameta ~ puru ~ a ~ mahantamadityavar'! a ~ tamasa ~ parastdt, 

Ta m e v a viditvdtim ~ tyumeti ndnya ~ panthdn vidyateyandya " 1 I • The 

conviction expressed in those lines cannot be obtained by mere inference or from 

speculation, for in the words of Acarya Sankara, "Purn~otprak ~anibandhanZi ~ 

tarkii ~ apratiti ~! hila bhavanti" 12, arguments based on mere human speculation 

do not have any firm basis. The Vedic seer has a certainty of conviction simply 

because he has had the direct experience of that great Purusa. 

"Vedaham?ta'!1 puro~conmahiinta'!1" I consider this to be one of the most 

significant statements of the Vedas ; it records in unmistakable terms the unique 

experience of the Vedic seers. True, no arguments and counter-arguments are 

advanced in the Vedic literature for providing the nature and the status of this 

experience; it is a case of unique revalation which is at the back of the unshakable 

faith generated in the deepest recesses ofthe heart ofthe Vedicseer. The Yajurveda 

thus becomes a great book ofrevelation, a revelation that is unique and unparallalad 

in the history ofhuman experience, for the Vedic seer is here assured ofimmortality 

because of such revelation. Moreover, the following lines of the Yajurveda are 

indeed remarkable, Venastatpas'yannihita ~ guhdsadyatra vis'va ~ 

bhavatyekanl cf a ~, Tasminnida ~ sam ca vi caiti sarva ~ sa ota ~ protas'ca 

vibhuh prcgasu "13 - "Vena beholds That Being, hidden in mystery, in whom all 

bind one single home; in That all this unites; from that all issues forth; He, omnipresent, 

is warp and woof in created things". Here the uniqueness of experience becomes 

evident because "That Being," as He is designated by the Vedic seer, is not open to 

every one but is said to be "hidden in the cave". Direct experience is clearly pointed 

out here in the lines "Vena stat pas'yan "and its uniqueness is emphasised also 

through the words" nihita ~ guhdsad" . In the Ka! hopani ~ ad that Divinity (Deva) 

is described in a similar language, "" durdars'a ~ gli cf hamanupravi ~! a ~ 

guhdhita ~ gahvare~! ha ~ purii '!a nj' \4 It is a unique revelation, for it is not 

available to anyone and every one; though otherwise hidden, it is of utmost value 

for man because it is the source of unification of all realities (,Tatra 

vis'va ~ bhavatyekanl cf a ~ "). The vision ofunification ofeverything in one is as 

grand as it is unique, reminding us ofthe vis'variipa dars' ana ofthe Bhagavadgita . 

Philosophy ami. the Life-world 0 VoL 11 02009 



11 G.C. NAYAK 

The same verse also occurs in the Atharva Veda with a slight change of 

ekaml d a '?" to ekariipa '?" IS, the idea being that all become alike there. 

The way the Vedas, specially the Yajurveda and the Atharva Veda have 

been neglected and undermined as merely ritualistic or being concerned with / 

spells and charms alone is indeed deplorable, simply because we have failed to see 

the implications ofcertain unique expressions ofthe Yajurvedaand the Atharvaveda. 

These passages of the Yajurveda and the Atharvaveda remind us of the well

known passage of the Bhagavadgita - " Matta ~ paratara"! ndnyat kincidasti 

Dhananjaya, Maya sarvamida~prokta~ siitre ma'!iga'!aiva". "All this is 

united in me just like the jewels in a thread", says Lord Krisna. This unique tradition, 

it is obvious, simply does not start all on a sudden with the Upani s ads or the 

Bhagavadgita ; the tradition is undoubtedly a Vedic one, and it is to be found not 

only in the If. gveda but in the Yajurveda and the Atharvaveda too, Vedic tradition 

needs to be viewed as a whole beginning from the R gveda and continuing throughout 

the Upani ~ads and the Bhagavadgita . The great Acarya s, as is well-known, 

have later on tried only to elaborate upon the findings of the Vedic tradition, mostly 

based on typical spiritual experiences of the Rsis, corroborated by their own 

experiences (anubhava)and through reasoning. 

But why are the Vedas considered to be so very important, so very 

authoritative? Bhart ~ hari points out that different branches of learning which 

educate mankind have originated from the Vedas: 

Vidhdtustasya /okiinCi~ angopdn genibandhand ~ vidyiibheda ~ pratdyante 

] nana samskiirahetavah "16. According to the great commentator Saya n acarya, . . 
from the Vedas we come to know about the extraordinary ways by which we can 

achieve our good and eradicate the evill : " I ~! aprdptiani~! aparihdrayoralaukika ~ 

updya ~ yo vedayati sa Veda ~ . That which cannot be known either through 

pratyak ~a (perception) or through anumiti (inference), that reality can be known 

only through the Vedas, 'Pratyak ~a '!anumitya va yastiipdyo na budhyate, 

Ina~ vidyanti, vedana tasmdd Vadasya Vedeta". (As quoted by S'ayana ). 

According to Manu, the Vedas are like the eyes eternal through which everything 

can be seen or known, Pit u deva manu s yd nii m Vedas'cak suh sandtanamr . .. . . . . , 
as/akyam cdprameyanca Vedas'iistramitisthitt ~". 

"The real reason for calling the Vedas' S'ruti '," according to Sri 

Philosophy ll!1!!. the Life-world 0 VoL 11 01009 



12 o.c NAYAK 

Chandrasekharendra Saraswati, the S' ankaracarya ofKane hi Kamakotipitham,the 

68th in the line ofsucession from Adi _S' ankara , "is that sounds that are inaudible 

to ordinary men were indeed heard by the Rishis, and these were then passed on by 

then to the disciples as they were heard by them. Thus, the Vedic sounds were 

revealed to the Rishis when they were properly attuned to receive them through 

their Tapas. Hence the Vedas came to be known as "S'ruti ' or that which was 

heard?". Sri Chandra Sekharendra Saraswati's view evidently empnasses the 

experiential aspect of the Vedas. 

Although Naiyayikas , Mimarnsakas and Vedantins , all accent the Veda 

as authoritative, they of course advance various reasons for its authoritative 

character. In the contemporary framework Halbfass has raised the question, "Why 

did they rely on the Veda, and only on the Veda? Why not on any other kind of 

'revelation'? Why did they not simply recognize the need for 'revelation', or 

'objective epiphany', as such and in general"?" Buddhists at least did not subscribe 

to such a view. Halbfass seems to find an answer to the question in the "internal 

multiplicity and variety" of the Vedic literature. The Veda, according to Halbfass, 

"contains a great variety of forms ofexpression and instructions. It documents the 

thought ofmany centuries, and reflects fundamental changes in orienttion. But, in a 

sense, it is this internal multiplicity and was variety itself, this challenging and 

suggestive chaos, that accounts for the significance ofthe Veda in Hindu Philosophy. 

It provides an elusive and ambiguous guidance, an open, yet authoritative frame 

work, with suggestive harmaneutic patterns and precedents and inherent appeals to 

human reflexivity"!". I have little difficulty in aggreeing more or less with what 

Halbfass has to say about the Vedic authority, but it is not clear to me why Halbfass 

talks of "chaos" and "elusive and ambiguous guidance" in the context of Vedic 

literature. The Vedas certainly do not deserve such downright condemnation, at 

least no more than any other revealed text or world literature for that matter. Such 

derogatory terms could be applied as a matter offact in case ofany richly suggestive 

literature, provided our aim in to find fault with the same. The real cause of the 

attraction of the Vedas. according to me, lies in its antiquity along with its highly 

suggestive character; there is no question ofits being chaotic or ambiguous. Yaska 

has talked of several interpretation of the Vedas. The different interpretations are 

possible because of this highly suggestive character of the Vedic literature which 

Philosophy al1dthe Life-world 0 VoUI 02009 



13 G.C. NAYAK 

has come down to us in different phases from the most ancient times. We do not 

know about any author ofthis vast literature and it is also not possible on our part to 

assume that the Veda owes its origin to a particular sage or seer. The Vedas are 

rather the revelation manifesting themselves for the entire mankind from the earliest 

times, revelations that were received by the earliest receptive spirit ofman. That is 

why the Vedas stand on a separate footing, so to say. It is undoubtedly most significant 

that when we begin to speculate about the origin of the Veda. We cannot ascribe its 

origin to any particular man, any particular ~ ~ i . The ~ ~ i only is the receptacle of 

the revelation. It is this, that endows the Vedaswith a unique and a sort ofprimeval 

attraction in the mind of man. When we come to fix the date of the I!f! veda, we 

find a great deal of controversy of course amongest the Eastern and Western 

scholars. However, there is no doubt about its being "the oldest literary monument 

of the Indo-European Languages'?". This speaks of its antiquity. This antiquity 

along with its highly suggestive literature developing through different phases of 

Karmaka n d a, Jnanaka n d a etc. On which varieties of interpretations could be .. . . 
put has made it permanently attractive to the human mind throughout the ages, and 

its unique position as a revealed text is also ensured by these very characteristics. 

It is the earliest record of the varieties of experiences of mankind including the 

spiritual experiences ofcourse in almost all their depth and variety. 

What is important however for the students of the Veda to bear in mind is 

that they "must be pure seekers, free from prejudices and prepossessions. The 

Vedic ~ ~ i s were great seekers and what they have described in the Veda are the 

records of their search, their methods of search and the results of their search. 

Their call is to make of us such seekers as they were" 21. Indian Philosophers in 

any case have been mostly free thinkers in this regard. It is significant that different 

parts ofthe Vedasare not equally authoritative for all the philosophers or Acaryas . 

Because of Mimarnsa's emphasis on the Karmaka l}? a , the whole of the Vedic 

corpus is given an action-orientated interpretation by the philosophers of the 

Mimarnsa school, whereas the Vedantins lay greater emphasis on the passage 

giving information about Brahman like Tattvamasi (That thou art) and 

Satya m 7ndna m anata m Brahma (Brahman is truth, knowledge and infinite) . . . 
etc. than on any action-orientated passage. But although in a matter of ultimate 

Reality or Brahman, the Vedic authority is regarded as supreme or infallible in 
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14 G.c. NAYAK 

Vedanta, if any passage of the s'ruti comes in conflict with empirical facts and 

with other means of valid knowledge in connection with mundane matters, such 

passage cannot be taken as authoritative. Under such circumstances the S'ruti 

texts are given figurative of allegorical interpretation. Thus we come across the 

well-known statement of S' ankara , "Na ca s'ruti - s'atamapi s'ltogniraprakiis'0 

Yeti rUvatpriimii,!yamupaiti"22. Hundreds of s'ruti texts cannot be regarded 

as pramii '!a if they declare fire to be cold or devoid of light. "No one can accept 

something which is opposed to what is seen" says S'ankara in 

B~hadiira,!yakaBhii~ya , 1.4.10; "Naca drstavirodha~ 

kenacidabhyupagamyate" . 

It is not only that s'ruti cannot be valid if it comes in conflict with other 

means of valid knowledge, as already mentioned; the attitude towards s'ruti is, in 

any case, not a servile one, if the generic approach ofthe Acaryas like S'ankara , 

Rarnanuja and Madhva to s'ruti are to be counted in this regard. Such one of 

these great Acaryas gives novel interpretations of the s'ruti by emphasising 

different S'ruti -statements or even by giving different interpretation of the same 

s'ruti -texts such as Tattvamasi, (That thou art). Even the text "Sa atmO 

tattvamasi S'vetakcto" of the Chdndogya is construed as "Sa iitmi atattvamsi" 

in order to make room for the dualistic Vedanta of Madhva. Looking at the way 

these Acaryas deal with the s'ruti - texts, one may wonder, at least in certain 

contexts, if they are only paying a liployalty to the s'ruti . Let us take the case of 

S'ankara in a somewhat greater detail. It is true that he refers to S'ruti passages 

from time to time in order to corroborate his advaita theory and explicitly points out 

that Brahman which is most abstruse is to be comprehended through revelation 

(s'ruti ), not through mere reasoning (tarka) 23, Reasoning has a significant role to 

play in so far as it follows the S'ruti texts (Agamanusari -tarka). Brahman is 

said to be S'abdamula- s' abdapramd '!aka 24 by S' ankara , to show that 

without the help of the s'ruti texts Brahman cannot be comprehended in any case. 

Vdkydrtha vicdra n a (analysis of the meaning ofthe passages of the S'ruti ) is a 

necessary prerequisite ofthe realisation ofBrahman or Brahmdvagati 25. But which 

s'ruti texts are to be analysed and which particular texts should assume priority in 

this regard, whether all s'ruti texts are of equal authority or there are some texts 

which are of secondary importance, all this is decided by S' ankara himself in 
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accordance with his Advaitic leanings. This is the most interesting feature of the 

attitude of our Acaryas towards the S'ruti . Whereever S'ruti in the sense of 

authority, a group oftexts coming down to us from time immemorial, comes to clash 

with other means of valid knowledge, it is suggested by S' ankara that such 

S'ruti passage be taken in a secondary sense". This explicity shows that the 

S'ruti in the sense of authority is merely subordinate to other means of valid 

knowledge according to S'ankara . 

All the statements of the Upani ~ ads are obviously not of the same status, 

according to S'ankara . The Mahavakyas , as they are called, have a privileged 

status, so far as Brahmdnubhava (the experience ofBrahman) is concerned which 

alone constitutes the paramapuru~ drtha , the highest end (ni ~ s'reyasa) . They are 

called akha '!1iirthoka vdkyas to be contrasted with samsargdvagiihi vdkyas ; 

though relational in form, they simply point to an identityofmeaning ofthe expressions 

( anyonyatiiddtmya ) . As S' ankara clearly points out in his Vdkya V ~ tti , 

Samsargo va vis' i~! 0 va vdkyiirtho ndtra sammath~, 

akha '!'!aikarasatvena vakyartho vidu ~ a '!' mata ~ ". The direct meanings 

of the words 'Thou' and 'That' for example in the statement 'Thou art That' being 

mutually incompatible, S' ankara suggests that bhagalaksana should be adopted 

for the proper understanding of this statement. Riimiinuja and Madhva on the 

other hand have their own respective axes to grind in this regard. Although the 

authority of S'ruti texts is considered to be ofsupreme importance, we do not find 

any slavish imitation or following of the S'ruti by the Acaryas in any context. 

Different interpretations of S'ruti texts are not only permitted; such interpretations 

are actually taken resort to by the different Acaryas in order to establish their 

own theories. 

All this is because the typical experiences recorded in the Texts beginning 

from the Vedas to the Tamil Veda or S'rimad Bhiigavata have been considered 

to be too precious to be ignored in our philosophical traditions. What is important is 

that the Vedic knowledge throughout its development has been always 

accommodative ofvarious traditionsAnubhava or experience is ofcourse the fmal 

deciding factor after all, for almost all ofthem, including the Vedas themselves. But 

then, why all these differences in emphasis in different schools? This, in my considered 

opinion, is because of the preference of the Acaryas in favour of a typical 
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anubhava as against another, and this preference in its turn is on account of the 

different world-views and conceptual frame-works with which the 

Acaryas approach the Ultimate Reality. 

To Acarya S'ankara for example, for whom Sarvdtmabhavdpatti and 

Sarvabhdvdpatti (identity with all) is what constitutes the Summum bonum, the 

B~hadarar:yakapassage, 1. IV. 10 such as "Taddhaita pas'yanr si h 

vamadeva~ pratipeddham Manurabhavan.z S'iiryas'ceti '', which is 

undoubtedly an expression of the unique experience of the R s i Vamadeva , 

comes quite handy. S'ankara points out in his commentary that Rsi Vamadeva , 

while realising his own selfas identical with Brahman, knew from this realisation of 

the identity ofthe selfand Brahman, and the knowledge ofwhich the S' ruti passages 

speak here, according to S' ankara ,is nothing but the visualisation of the mantras, 

"I was Manu, and the Sun" etc. (J!.gveda IV, XXVI, I). "Sa etasmin 

Brahmdtmadars'anevasthita dan mantrdn dadars'a 'Aha m 
Manurabhava1!1 SUryas'ca'ityadln," says S'ankara The word 'dadars'a' is 

quite significant in this context. What else does it point to except a typical experience 

which is congenial to S'ankara's Advaita frame-work? The epiphany, on the other 

hand, ofLord Krsna in the Vis'wariipa dars' ana yoga described in a great detail 

in the eleventh chapter of the Bhagavad ous is so very congenial to 

Ramanuja's Vis'i s t advaita frame-work, and for Rarnanuja the final attainment, 

culmination, lies in the realisation ofGod and God alone on the part ofthe devotee, 

nothing else, Ramanuja , while commenting on the last s'loka of the eleventh 

chapter, "Matkarma k ': nmatparamo madbhakta ~ sangavarjita ~ nirvaira ~ 

sarvabhiite s u ya h sa miimati Pii ndava ", clearly points out that God.. .. 
realisation also is the Summum bonum, the final goal of the devotee who has got 

rid of all deficiencies In the form of avidyd etc. 

<nirastdvidyiidyas'e sado sagandho madekdnub h avo bhavati", In 

S'ankara it is "Sarvatmabhavapatti" which is the goal, where as for Rarnanuja , 

in the words of the Lord, the goal lies in " Madekiinub ~ ava" . Both are typical 

experiences, being extra-ordinary and different from our day-to-day mundane 

experiences - this needs to be highlighted in this context. 

In this connection it may be worthwhile to discuss the anubhava or the 

experience of Brahmdnanda about which the Upani ~ ads speak and which 
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also has been highlighted by the Advaita thinkers like Swami Vidyara I} ya . In 

Pancadas'] Xl. 122-123, Vidyara n ya points out that the bliss of Brahman is 

enjoyed by the wise one even while he is engaged in the worldly affairs like a 

woman devoted to a paramour enjoying in her mind the pleasures of her affairs 

with him even when she is engaged in her household duties. Examples of such 

typical experiences of bliss being compared to the experience of pleasures in 

mundane affairs are not rare in the Vai ~ I}ava tradition also. It is quite understadable 

in view of the fact that the pleasure derived from the wordly objects is supposed to 

be only a fraction or an aspect ofthe bliss ofBrahman, according to S'ruti passages 

that are corroborated by our philosophers in various ways. 'Athdtra 

vi ~ aydnando Brohmdnanddns'ariipabhiik" , says the Pancadas'l , XV.I. And yet 

at the same time the transcendental character of Brahmdnanda or 

Atmiinanda i.e.the experience of the bliss of Brahma or Atrmn is no less 

emphasised by the Veddntic thinkers. Vidyara n ya clearly points out, "From the 

king to Brahma each wants the joy of the one higher than himself; but the bliss of 

self which is beyond the grasp of the mind and the senses is superior to that of all 

others". Here we are confronted with what I would designate as a typical experience, 

once again because it is extraordinary and supramundane. This parama dnanda

the bliss ofthe selfofBrahman, is nitydnanda ,eternal bliss as distinguished from 

the pleasures of sense, clarifies S'ankara in his commentary on the 

B,: haddra '! yaka ,4.3.32. The experience ofthis bliss ofBrahman or Atrmn is 

thus unique. That the }ivanmukta realises the self or Brahman not only through 

s'iistra and reasoning, that experience or anubhuti has also a role to play here has 

been pointed out by Vidyara n ya in his Anubhiiti Prakiis'a "IV.84. 

"Jivanmuktastauva vidyd~ s'astrayuktyanubhutibhi ~". This is in keeping 

with the Vedantic tradition, of course, in view of the fact that S'ankara in his 

Brahmasiitra bhd ~ ya has explicitly pointed out, " S'rutyddaya ~ 

anubhavddayas'ca yathdsambhavamiha pramd '!a ~ ", and also 

"<Anubhavdvasdnatvdt bhiitavastuvi sayatvdtca Brahmajnanasya ". 
Anubhava or experience is thus an important means of valid knowledge 

(pramd n a) in case of BrahmafiiZinaor Atrrui'niina. It is interesting to note that 

S'ankara even goes to the extent of calling it 'svohr daya pratyaya' or heart

felt experience in his commentary on the Brahma- Siitra , 4.1.15, while referring 
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to Jivanmukti consisting of Brahmajndna even when one continues to have the 

body. " Katha '!'l hyekasya svah ~ daya - pratyaya '!'l Brahma-Vedana '!'l deha 

dhiira '!a '!'leaapara '!a pratikseptu n: s'akyate" ? 

The main difference, however, between the Vedantic tradition of 

S'ankara and Rarnanuja lies in the characterisation or the anubhava or 

experience. For S'ankara , the model lies in the anubhava of nirgunas or 

nirvis'es' a (unqualified) Barhman or Atman whereas for L<.amanuja:t is the 

anubhava of savis'e~ a or sagu '!a Brahman or ls'vara which alone! s the goal 

ofman. For, according to Rarnanuja , the highest being whom we need to realise is 

a qualified. Being who is endowed with all the best qualities; He is "Asamkhyeya 

Kalyd nagu n aga n a Purusottama', 'Paramo Kdrunika " 

Andlocitavis'e sas'esas'ara'! ya '; As'ritavatsalyajaladhi etc. Moreover, in 

Rarnanuja 's conceptual frame-work, it is impossible to have the anubhava of 

anything nirvis'e ~ a or nirgu '!a , devoid of all qualification. In his S'rlbhii~ ya 

onBrahma Siitra , 1.1.1., while discussing the ' Mahii siddhdnta>, Riimanuja 

points out, "Yastu - 'svdnubhavasiddha '!'l' iti svago ~! hini ~! ha ~ samaya ~ 

siipydtmasiik ~ ika savis'e s dnubhavadeva nirasta h 

idarrri1arru:hras'aniti kenacid vis'esena vis'i st avi sayatvdt 

sarvesiimanubhavand mr, Different approaches to the typical experiences of 

these Acaryas are thus inevitable even if their doctrines are supposed to bebased 

on S'ruti texts, reasoning as well as anubhava; there are certain differences in 

their out look and approach which cannot be undermined with any preconceived 

notion ofunity or harmony in the name ofrevelation, Vedantic tradition, spiritualism 

and the like. 

The above fmdings point to the inexhaustive richness ofhuman experience 

and of the varieties of interpretations that could be put on those very experiences. 

And this realization itselfcould be a stepping stone in the direction ofrealizing what 

the Bhiimd is like, about which the Upani~ ads speak, "Yo vai Bhiimii tat 

sukha".' ndlpe sukhamasti". The nature of Ultimate Reality is much that it is 

inexhaustible. 

One could look at this issue ofexperience and interpretation from a slightly 

different perspective. Whatever may be the nature and status of experience, 

interpretation of the same is inevitable and unavoidable and it may take more than 
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one form, "India" it is worth noting, "has not simply been fascinated with experiences 

and visions. It has also produced much analytical thought about the veridical status, 

and about the nature of experiencing and the immediacy of awareness as such". 

Different philosophical schools are developed establishing different traditions of 

interpretation in support oftheir theses while at the same time trying to meet, through 

reasoning, possible objections that could be raised against them. In the case of the 

Vedic knowledge. the unifying and the all-pervasive vision itselfobtained through 

the unique experience is taken as providing the clue to the understanding of the 

nature of Ultimate Reality, while the Vedic R s is themselves prepared the ground 

for the Vedantic tradition that developed later in its full-fledged form, References 

to experience (anubhava), therefore, alongwith interpretations through reasoning 

and analysis (viikyiirtha viciirana , for example) go hand in hand and are the 

regular features in this tradition. 
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REFLECTION ON ABORTION: AN INDIAN STANDPOINT IN
 

CULTURAL PERSPECTIVES
 

UMA CHATTOPADHYAY 

In this article my objective is to focus on the issue ofabortion from Indian cultural 

perspective. To understand the issue, first we need to understand the very concept 

ofabortion and then see why and how this has become an issue to the theoreticians 

as such and women in particular. Here I intend to see this moral problem in the 

Indian cultural milieu. Our understanding of the issue from the Indian culture 

perspective may help us in solving the issue in a more meaningful and realistic way 

or at least our analysis may focus on some different aspects which will help us to 

understand the issue in a broader perspective. 

.'Abortion' means expulsion of a foetus by medical induction from the 

'womb' before it is able to survive independently espicially in the first twenty-eight 

weeks or seven months of a human pregnancy, As we find in the Encyclopedia of 

Applied Ethics, "Abortion is the termination of pregnancy at any point between 

conception and birth resulting in the death of the foetus." 

The discipline known as applied ethics considers different issues ofmoral 

crisis ofa practical man. The problem ofabortion is an important issue in the field 

of applied ethics. The discipline called Applied Ethics originated in the West. In 

Indian philosophical tradition such difference as between theoretical and applied is 

never made. As a matter of fact, a separate discipline such as ethics is never given 

a separate status. However, in Western tradition, the reason for accepting the 

discipline of applied ethics is the incompleteness ofpure ethics. For example, the 

prevailing ethical views of the West fail to address the different issues relating to 

abortion or for that matter the issue relating to mercy killing or uthenasia. Though 

the problem of abortion was considered by the earlier philosophers like Plato or 

Aquinas in an implicit way, it was more widely discussed and debated in the West 

from the 1960s onwards, and the issue ofabortion with many other issues actually 

gave to the discipline ofapplied.ethics an altogether different shape. 

The natural question here comes in the following form: Why did the fact of 

abortion become a moral issue? The answer of the question will be clear if we 
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understand the background of the issue. In many religions and cultures the fact of 

abortion is not supported. In Christianity also it was not accepted. In the religious 

culture ofChristianity, born or unborn baby is considered as the divine. It is stated in 

Bible-"Thou shalt not abort your children." Bible also states, "God knew you 

before you were born." It is probable that as a result of the religious influence until 

1967, abortion was illegal almost everywhere except in Sweden and Denmark. 

Britain changed its law to allow abortion on broad social grounds and this was 

followed in 1970 by a New York state law. As a result, women got the constitutional 

right to an abortion in the first six months of pregnancy in 1973. At the same time 

the 'Right to life' movement started in Britain, Australia and other countries in the 

northern hemisphere. 

Legalization of abortion shows that religious principles or dogmas which 

were the guiding principle for negating abortion were ofno help in prohibiting it to 

the modem women. Women who wanted to have abortions were often very 

desparate. Professor Peter Singer rightly noted that they went for secret abortions 

or tried for folk remidies. Abortion performed by a qualified medical practitioner is 

as safe as any medical operation. On the other hand, abortion by unqualified people 

often resulted to serious medical complications, sometimes even resulting to death. 

So the prohibition ofabortion did not reduce the number ofabortions. And in addition 

it made the conditions of the women much more difficult. The Godless secular 

culture, on the other hand, came forward to support their view ofabortion on demand. 

They tried to propagate their view of abortion by dehumanizing the unborn. By 

supporting the view ofabortion, women in the modem world got the right for abortion 

as an individual human of the society. 

II 

An interesting feature ofthe development is that the legalisation ofabortion 

could stop some of the previous mal-practices but the situation changed with the 

increase of the number of abortion after the legalisation. The number of abortion 

increased to forty millions only in the U.S.A. As a result, the fact ofabortion became 

an issue in moral philosophy, particularly in practical or applied ethics. As we know, 

legalization of an action or phenomenon does not necessarily imply the moral 

justification of the act. However, the legalization of abortion gave the right for 

abortion to the women of the world. The women thus got the right for living in the 

society as an individual having the freedom ofmaking decision at least in relation to 
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abortion. 

The striking feature here is to note that the legalisation of abortion could 

stop the previously mentioned situation but the emerging picture became totally 

different. The continuous increase ofthe number ofabortion gave rise to the moral 

issue regarding it. Moral philosophy, particularly the applied ethics took up the debate 

in relation to women and children, as in the fact ofabortion these two are involved. 

This shows clearly that legalisation does not necessarily solve the moral crisis. 

In applied ethics, the question was: Is abortion permissible in any and all 

circumstances throughout a pregnancy up to the birth or should it be limited or 

totally unacceptable? As a result the moral question developed in the following 

forms: 

Whether women have the freedom for accepting abortion i.e., the right for 

abortion? 

Or 

Whether the foetus (child) has the right for living? 

The positive answer ofabortion may favour the women as they are getting 

the right for abortion. So this answer in a sense favours the status and conditions of 

the women. It also supports the spirit ofthe Feminist thinkers. The negative answer, 

on the other hand, will favour the unborn child. Though it limits the freedom of 

women, it favours the society in general. 

Now we are really to face the moral issue relating to abortion. The question 

is: Are we to support abortion and thereby honour the freedom ofwomen which is 

the basic need for any moral agent or are we to negate abortion and thereby save 

the life of the unborn-the future generation of the society ? 

Before going to the moral issue of the question, we need to see the 

observations ofthe medical scientists. Our understanding ofabortion from the medical 

point ofview may give us the proper perspective and then only we can understand 

the moral issue relating to abortion. And accordingly we may get our answer, if 

there is any, relating to the issue. 

III 

First we need to understand the nature and status of the unborn who is in 

the womb. The status of the unborn will help us in understanding whether abortion 

will be a kind ofkilling or not. 
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According to embryologists, a person does not exist in an "instant" of time. 

The question of human status does not arise in an abstraction. Abstract moral 

principle violates common sense and also violates requirements of epistemology 

(right to know), ethics (freedom ofindividual) and policy planning ofthe state (how 

the state will accommodate innumerable individuals while it has no such infinite 

ability for providing comfort to the human beings). Accordingly an abstract moral 

principal or mere dagma is not acceptable in this context. Many factors are related 

to the personness ofperson. Keeping this i.e. the person in its total perspective, in 

mind, the embryologists are ofopinion that no religious group should inject its particular 

dogma regarding the issue. Instead of that, according to them, we need to consider 

the different aspects of individuality. The different aspects of individuality are the 

following: 

1. genetic (capable ofbeing transmitted generationally) 

2. developmental (achievement of singleness) 

3. functional (activities essential to survival) 

4. behavioural (integrated activities of the whole in relation to environment) 

5. psychic (inner experiences accompanying behaviour) 

6.	 social (self-aware interactions with other people) 

Each of the state is to be considered separately as the human status does 

not arise in an abstraction. As a result of this, the slogan started in the West-no 

religious group should "inject" its particular dogma into the legal code of the state

The pro-abortionist accordingly expounded their view that rights ofbirth ofthe child 

are actually developed in the later stage of pregnancy. Only in the ninth month of 

pregnancy, the life of the mother should be given priority over the life which is 

dependent on her. 

The debate relating to the issue ofabortion as we have already mentioned 

depends on the nature and status of the child prior to its birth i.e, when it is in 

mother's womb. Marry Warren, a pro-abortionis, supports the right for abortion but 

has offered the following counter argument that would go in favour of the anti

abortionist. Her counter arguments are as follows: 

Killing ofa person in general is unacceptable. 

Foetus is a person. 
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.: Killing ofa fetus is unacceptable. 

The argument presupposes two principles: (I) killing in general is unethical, 

so is unacceptable and (2) the foetus which is in mother's womb is a person i.e. a 

living being. So here comes also the fact ofkilling a human, which is unacceptable. 

Now with regard to the first presupposition, there is a general acceptability. But 

with regard to the second presupposition, question arises whether foetus is really a 

person. If it is person, then its killing becomes unethical and so unacceptable and, as 

a result, the act of abortion becomes unethical. 

But then the question becomes inevitable: Whether the foetus is really a 

person? By an extension ofthe argument, the question is transformed: What provides 

the status ofpersonhood? According to the pro-abortionist, personhood consists in 

the following characteristics or in more than these. These are the following: 

a) Sentience (capacity to have conscious experience) 

b) Emotionality (capacity to feel sad, angry or happy etc.) 

c) Reason (capacity to solve new relatively complex problems) 

d) Capacity to communicate (by any means) 

e) Self-awareness (concept of oneself) 

f) Moral agency (capacity to regulate one's own actions) 

Of course, it is also stated by the philosophers that the above mentioned 

characteristics for persons are not always acceptable, as infants and mentally or 

physically limited persons may be called as persons, or members of the moral 

community even when they have the absence of many of the traits mentioned 

above. By contrast, the reference of 'person' biologically means a person at 

conception. So from the very moment of conception, the foetus can be named as a 

person. Now if the foetus is a person, then killing ofthe foetus becomes unethical 

or immoral. 

From the above analysis, it is clear that by one explanation there is lack of 

human traits in foetus at least in its early stage which makes the foetus a person. 

On the other hand, the foetus by its biological definition is having life which is 

present at the very moment ofconception. So now, it is nearly impossible to determine 

which position we need to accept. Are we to accept the view ofthe pro-abortionist, 

which supports abortion, or we need to refute it and accept the position of the anti-
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abortionist which denies abortion and is in favour of the life of the foetus? 

It is now clear, therefore, that the whole issue of abortion is relating to 

women and children. The view of the pro-abortionist favours the status of the 

women while the position of the anti-abortionist favours the children, so indirectly 

favours the future generation. The striking feature is that, there is no role of the 

male the father, neither positively nor negatively in the entire issue. The issue focuses 

only on the right of women regarding their freedom and right of the child to live. 

But are we to see the problem only in the surface level of the issue where 

rights ofwomen or children are reflected? Is it not possible to think on the issue in 

much more deeper level where we can see also the position of the male? We need 

to consider the status and the role and responsibility of the male in relation to the 

socio-ethical issue ofabortion. 

When we come to see the role of the male in the issue, we can see that in 

the very fact of pregnancy the role of male is present. Once this pregnancy starts 

the question of abortion may be decided either by women themselves or men 

themselves or by both. The legalisation of abortion has saved the modern women 

as they got their freedom ofaction and so they are honoured. But even then question 

remains: is it really to accept the view that legalization ofabortion has honoured the 

women in the true sense ofthe term? The legal policy ofabortion apparently honoured 

the women but it in an indirect way really made the path easy for male domination. 

If the whole issue centres only between children and women, then the male group 

remains outside the ethical corpus. As a result, they are naturally escaped from the 

ethical crisis and can use their freedom in a negative way. 

The very fact that the number of abortion increased after the legalization 

ofabortion partly corroborate the view that free licence or irresponsible enjoyment 

on the part of the menfolk was a significant result of the legalisation. 

IV 

Ifwe come to the East, we can look to the issue in a different way. Like Christianity, 

other religions of the East also do not support abortion. At least we do not get here 

any supporting statement in favour of abortion. To understand the point, we may 

take only two religious traditions the Buddhist or the atheist and the Sandtana 

Dharma, the theist. None ofthese two eastern cultural traditions supports abortion. 

But ifthis is the position, then again the freedom ofthe women is not honored: only 
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the foetus in the womb is saved. The issue here is seen totally in a different way. 

The question ofabortion generally results due to the ignorance of the male partner, 

ignorance regarding the notion ofsensuous pleasure (ka rna). This sensuous pleasure 

is a fact of life which the beings as such and human beings in particular are asking 

for. This intended pleasure (ka ma) is considered as one of the puru s s nnes , the 

other three purus arthas being dharma, artha and mo k sa. This four principles 

or facts bind and regulate the life of the conscious human beings more and also 

directs the life to make it more human. In the culture of the eastern part of the 

globe, life ofthe individual is considered as a whole. The life ofthe individual seeks 

at least absence of displeasure as the end and he is always to get this end through 

some means. This state is named by different words, viz., kaivalya, mo k sa, 

nirvd na etc. . 
Now the pleasure or k arna may be an end as one of the puru sarthas but 

it cannot be equated with means. The kama therefore is to be attained by some 

means. Both in the Buddhist tradition or in the Sandtana tradition the means should 

be guided by the proper knowledge. So mere sensuous pleasure is not honoured, 

but it must be supported by proper knowledge. 

This proper knowledge in the Buddhist tradition is prafiUi (wisdom) which 

implies karu '!a (compassion) as its practical consequence. According to the 

Buddhist tradition,abortion is a seriousunskillful (akus'ala) act as it involvesviolence 

against a presumably virtuous foetal human being. According to them, in the light of 

co-condition ofcausality, the moral consequences ofabortion not only concern the 

relationship between the pregnant woman and the foetus but also they entail physical 

and mental trauma to the women. So from the Buddhist standpoint, preventing of 

unwanted pregnancies is far better than terminating them. For the better 

understanding of the situation they have introduced the notion of kus' ala and 

akus'ala karma', Kus'ala Karma is the karma which involves praftia 

(wisdom) and karu '!a (compassion). Akus'ala karma , on the other hand is 

devoid of that. So the pregnancy can be checked if it is supported by prcifiUi and 

karu nii 2. 

Not only in the Buddhist tradition, it is generally accepted by all other religious 

cultures ofthe East, secular or non-secular, that crisis relating to abortion comes as 

an unavoidable fact due to the unconscious behaviour ofthe menfolk at least partially. 

The ethical significance ofvolitional acts isstressed in Buddhism There is no vicarious 
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salvation nor any concept of original sin which advocates the atonement of sins 

committed by Adam and Eve and by later generations. According to Buddhism, 

one has to take the responsibillity of one's own action. There is no external saviour 

or redeemer in the Buddhist doctrine. Only through one's self-effort and 

transformation of one's own character, an individual attains the highest goal 

nirvd '!a 3. Ifthis is so, then the individual has a deep role regarding the phenomenon 

of abortion. In Abhidharrna Kosa it is clearly stated that 'life is there from the 

moment of conception and should not be disturbed for it has the right to live" 

So the moral issue regarding abortion needs to focus not only the status of 

women or the children but needs to see the role of men in creating the problem. 

May be for this, in many texts ofnon-Buddhist tradition also, focus is given on the 

very fact of kii rna (the senseous pleasure), particularly with regard to the fact of 

intercourse. In Manusamhitd , the guidelines for the same are clearly stated'. 

Understanding of these verses of literature may help us to understand how the 

legalised abortion can be minimised and thereby can have a good future generation 

by proper childbirth. So until the pratna (wisdom) i.e. consciousness regarding the 

objective or the meaning or the purpose of human life is not clear to the individual, 

the problem cannot be solved. 

So in conclusion we may say the following statements from the Indian 

cultural perspective: 

1.Killing ofconscious beings is always immoraL 

2. The maximum minimization of killing is supported by the theistic or atheistic 

tradition ofIndian culture. 

3. To do the same, searching of prajnZi or wisdom is necessary. 

4. For this, the ethical codes and legislation are to move hand in hand, so the country 

can have its own identity from the cultural perspective and at the same time 

right of the women or child can be saved. 

To elaborate these observations, it can be shown that the Buddhist 

ethical theory accepts intuitionism instead of ideal utilitarianism. Utilitarians take 

the stand that the moral character of a person must be judged by the consequences 

which arise from his actions. The intuitionist on the other hand contends that will is 

the only significant moral factor. "For an ideal utilitarian, murder is immoral because 

ofthe baneful consequence ofkilling; for the intuitionist, murder is immoral because 
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it stems from an ill will'", So when the whole course ofaction is guided by the good 

will,i.e. kus'ala karma, the qustion ofabortion will become very much limited. At 

least, abortion will be checked. 

Buddha lays down another parctical? criterion to guide an individual with 

regard to his actions toward others. One should act likening others to oneself 

attanam upamam katva', thus acting, there would be no room for selfish motives. 

So the karma will become kus'ala karma, and as a result the question ofkilling in 

the context ofabortion will be checked. Actually, abortion itselfwill not be practised 

so frequently and will be very much restricted. Thus, for all practical purposes, it 

may come to be only on medicinal ground that abortion will be made. 
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LIBERATION IN YOGA AND NYAYA: A COMPARATIVE STUDY· 

BHUPENDRA CHANDRA DAS 

For the exposition of the theories of liberation in the systems of Yoga and Nyaya , 

we should have a clear idea of 'yoga'. So, in this paper an attempt has been made, 

in the first section, to expose the concept of 'yoga' and in the second section, a 

comparison between the theories of liberation of the Yoga and Nyaya has been 

made. This comparison will show particularly how they are conceptually similar in 

both the systems. The first section attempts to explicate what yoga is and what it is 

not. 

The term 'yoga' has various meanings like union ofindividual self (jivatnri ) 

and supreme self ( Paramdtmd )- the union of Prd na and Apdna etc. And it has 

other technical, derivative and conventional meanings. The union of jivdtmd and 

Paramdtmd is also called liberation (mok ~a or Kaiva/ya). So 'yoga' means 

liberation which may be called the true meaning of it. But in the philosophy of 

Pataiijali , the term 'yoga' has been used in the sense of samddhi or 

concentralion. I It is a characteristic of the mind in all its habitual states, that is to 

say, samddhi is possible in whatever state the mind may be. Such states are five 

in number, namely K ~ ipta (restless), Mudha (stupefied), Vik ~ ipta (distracted), 

Ekdgra (one-pointed) and Niruddha (arrested).' 

At the first stage, the mind is overpowered by rajas and lamas; at the 

second, by the lamas; at the third, the mind is free form the influence of - lamas, 

but still under rajas', at the fourth the mind is free from the influence ofrajas and 

is dominated by sativa, and at the fifth, the mind is absolutely free from all 

modifications. In this stage, the-thoughtprocesses have been stopped or arrested at 

will by long disciplinary practice (nirodha). When by these processes the mind

stuff gradually ceases to function, then only is liberation attained. The fIrst three 

stages are not at all conducive to yoga; on the other hand, the last two stages are 

• This paper was presented at the 5th International Conference on "Advances in YogaResearch and 

Therapy", Kaivalyadhama, Lonavla, Pune, December, 28-31. 
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conducive to it. The 'ekagrabhumi' is the state of samprajiiiita samddhi 

(conscious ecstasy), while the niruddhabhumi is the state of a 

samprajiiiita samddhi (superconscious ecstasy). 

Samddhi (trance) ultimately results from the long and arduous processes 

of (i) Asana (the perfect posture ofbody), (ii) Pra'! dydma (the regulation of 

breathing), (iii) Pratyiihiira (the withdrawal of the mind from distracting 

influences), (iv) Dhdra nii (the fixation ofthe mind on certain parts of the body), 

(v) Dhydna (constant meditaion on the same object; and (vi) samddhi (trance 

or ecstasy). In the state of samddhi " the mind, by deep concentration on an 

object is transformed into it and feels at one with it, This samddhi is of two types, 

namely,(i) samprajaiiiita (conscious) and (2) asamprajaiidta (superconsdous)'. 

With the elimination offeelings ofattachment (to disirous objects) etc, actions 

which would have been dictated by such fealings cease altogether and thus the 

process leads one to the arrested state of the mind. Samprajaiidta -yoga is not 

simply concentration. When the knowledge acquired by a concentrated mind 

becomes fmnly fixed in the mind and is retained there, it is called samprajaiidta

yoga. In this samddhi the object of concentration alone is directly known by the 

mind and it has no consciousness of anything else, while in the latter, nothing is 

known at all. 

Samprajaiiiita samddhi is offour types according to the nature of the 

object of concentration, viz., 'vitarka" viciira , 'sdnanda ' and ' sdsmita '4. 

When the mind concentrates upon the gross objects like the tanmdtras , there is 

viedra samd.dhi ; When it concentrates upon more subtle objects like the sense

organs, there is' sdnanda samddhi ' and lastly when it concentrates upon the 

ego, there is "sdsmita samddhi '. At the different stages of samprajaiidta 

samd.dhi ,as a result ofthe mind's concentration upon different miraculous powers 

are attained- powers like clairvoyance, thought-reading, understanding the language 

ofthe animals, knowledge ofthe past and the future, of the distant and subtle things 

and the like; and last ofall, the knowledge of the self.' 

Yoga is the suppression of the modifications of the mind 

( Yogas' cittav ~ ttinirodha ~ : Yogasu tra, 1.2).6 Yoga is the highest mental 

power. In connection with the philosophy ofliberation Mahabharata says, "There 

is no knowledge like that of Sdmkhya and no power like that ofYoga." 
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How the cessation of modifications of citta can be a source of mental 

power isbeing interpretedbelow: The suppression ofthe modificationsimplieskeeping 

the mind fixed on any particular desired object. It is known as yoga. There are 

different forms ofyoga after the nature ofthe object reflected upon and the position 

ofthe fixation of the mind. If the mind acquires the power ofremaining fixed, then 

any modification generating in the mind can also be retained to the desired extent. 

Our mental weakness is only our inability to retain our good intention fixed in the 

mind. But ifthe cessation ofthe fluctuations ofthe mind is possible, we shall be able 

to remain fixed in our good intentions and in this way we can achieve mental power. 

When the calmness would increase, this power shall also increase. The culmination 

of such calmness is samddhi (concentration) or concentrating the mind on any 

'desired object, in a manner which the awareness ofone's own selfgets lost of the 

above two types of samddhi s' a sincere aspirant acquires samprajaiidta or 

complete knowledge of all knowable things and this knowledge also is suppressed 

through absolute detachment in the second type of samddhi and this state of 

samiidhi is called asamprajaiidta . If samprajaiidta samddhi is not attained, 

it is not possible to achieve asamprajaiiiita samddhi . 

In the commentary of Pdtaiijala Yoga - siitra , it is stated that a mind has 

three functions of prakhyd, prav ~ tti and sthiti, and so it must be made up of 

three gu '!as , namely, rajas, and tamas. The mind becomes inclined towards power 

and external objects provided that the faculty of prakhyd is influenced by the 

principles of rajas and tamas. If it is associated with tamas, it becomes attracted 

to unrighteous acts, false cognition, attachment and weakness. When the veil of 

infatuation is completely removed and the citta becomes entirely luminous, or in 

other words, when the mind has a clear conception of the knower, the organs of 

knowledge and the objects known, that mind influenced by a principle of rajas, 

tends towards virtue, wisdom, detachment and power. If the quality ( gu '! a ) of 

rajas is completely removed, the mind rests in itself, realises the distinction between 

buddhi and the pure puru ~ a and such mind tends to that form of meditation 

which is called dharmamegha dhydna 7. This form of meditation is the highest 

wisdom as interpreted by the yogins, The enlightenment of the distinction between 

the pure self and buddhi called viveka- khydti , The viveka- khydti possesses 

the nature ofsattva gu '!a . A mind indifferent to it keeps out even that realisation 
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because there is still a touch of impurity in viveka - khyiiti . In this state the mind 

preserves only the latent impressions. This is called nirvija or objectless samd.dhi . 

It is known as asamprajaiidta -yoga because there is no samprajaiidta in such 

state." 

Therefore we can simply state that the suppression ofthe modifications of 

the mind which is generated through the constant practice in a spirit ofrelinquishment 

is known as yoga. Actual Yoga is practised for attaining liberation. The important 

characteristics ofyoga are (a) that there is the complete cessation ofthe fluctuations 

of the mind and (b) that it is not causal phenomenon but has been developed into a 

habit through regular practice, not for attaining personal end but in a spirit of 

renunciation. If there is at any time a quiescence of the cognitive faculty of the 

mind without any attempt, it is not yoga. Some individuals suddenly get into a mental 

state of stillness, they think that at that time, they were not conscious of anything. 

Physical symptoms show that this stillness looks like sleep. Catalepsy, fainting fit, 

hysteria etc. aslo show an equivalent state ofmental inactivity. But this is also not 

yoga. 

'Yoga' means the cessation of mental modifications. Here the question 

arises: Is it the cessation ofsome mental modifications or all such modifications? If 

it means the cessation ofone or two modifications, then all men will become yogins; 

for each man has the cessation of at least one modification. For example, a 

businessman may have the cessation of the mental modification of a servicemen, 

while the latter may have the cessation ofthe same belonging to the former. Hence, 

yoga does not mean the cessation ofany mental modification. Ifit means the cessation 

of all modifications, then only the asamprojaiidta samddhi will be known as 

yoga and samprajiidta samddhi cannot be called yoga because there can be 

. cessation of all modifications only in asamprajiiiita samiidhi . There is a 

modification like the knowledge of attainment of self in case of 

samprajiidta samddhi . Hence, some yoga thinkers point out that 

asamprajiidta samiidhi is the yoga, but samprajiiiita samddhi is not. But 

according to the Yoga system, samprajiiiita samddhi also is admitted as yoga. 

Besides, the self-realisation that evolves from yoga is called 

samprajiiiita samddhi . This self-realisation means to remain (in respect of 

puru~a) in its own essence (svariipasthiti) as distinct from buddhi. Again 
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some say that asamprajiidta is not a samddhi at all, since there is no mental 

modification in case ofthe former, so the modification like self-congnition also does 

not exist in it. For the solution of this type ofcontroversy, the commentator of the 

yoga - sii tra (Vydsa ) accepts both the samadhis as yoga. 

II 

We have discussed above that yoga means samprajiidta - yoga and 

asamprajiidta -yoga through which liberation can be attained. Now an attempt 

has been made to compare the theory ofliberation in Pataiijala Yoga with that of 

apavarga in Nydya . 

We know that liberation is to be attained from bondage. In both Yoga and 

Nydya bondage consists in pain. This pain can be prevented by accomplishing 

apavarga in this very life. Both accept the law of Karma. Both provide reasons in 

support of the view-all is suffering. The reasons regarding change and anguish 

are conceptually similar. 

According to yoga, the cause ofbondage is samyoga (connection) between 

self and non-self. Avidyii is the cause of this connection which consists in 

misunderstanding the non-selfas self. A vidyd is the generating cause of asmitii 

(l-am-ness) and asmitii is the cause of raga (attachment), dve sa (aversion) 

etc. k/e ~ a or avidyd is the root-cause ofactions dependent on misapprehending 

(mithyafiiana) the non-self as self. In this way attachment or aversion towards 

non-selves is generated and these actions produce fruits of births after births. 

Apavarga (liberation) after the Nydya is the ultimate cessation of all kinds of 

suffering. Mithyafiiana is the cause of bondage because the absence of 

mithydjiiiina causes the cessation of suffering i.e., bondage. 

But now the question is: how the wrong knowledge (mithyiijiidna ) would 

be eradicated? Gotama says, 'Apavarga is realised when there will be the absence 

of every preceeding one of suffering, birth, praY ~ tti (dharma and adharma). 

do ~ a (raga and dve ~ a ) and wrong knowledge( mithydjiidna) regarding the 

self-etc. respectively." 

It has been illustrated below: It is birth, which is the ultimate source ofall 

kinds ofsuffering. An individual is bound to be born in this world for enjoyment of 

happiness and suffering ofpain. Birth implies connection of the selfwith a particular 
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body, which is selected in accordance with the results of action. 

The cause ofbirth is prav ~ tti , i.e. dharma (virtue) and adharma (vice), 

prav ~ tti or. in other words, dharma of which the former is the cause of the latter, 

will not be evolved. There will be no prav~ tti i.e., dharma and adharma for 

absence of dosa i.e., raga and dvesa . Birth of the individual again will not be 

possible because of the negation of prav ~ tti i.e., dharma and adharrna. If the 

individual is not born again, there will be no possibility ofpain The present birth of 

the individual will come to an end after the enjoyment of his prdrabdha karma. 

And it is the time when he attains apavarga or liberation which is the ultimate 

peace and the absolute cessation of suffering. Thus an individual comes to the 

stage of complete cessation of suffering and it is called apavarga or 

kaivalyiivasthd . 

,Abidyd 'and mithydjiiii.na are similar terms in respect oftheir imports. 

Both means knowledge consisting in the misunderstanding the 'not self'as self. 

Therefore, the lack of true knowledge of one's self is the fundamental cause of 

bondage. The Yogins and the Naiydyikas are of the opinion that abidyd or 

mithyajiiana is the generating principle of kle sas (do sas], 

When an aspirant (puru fa) becomes free from the possession of the 

three ingredients ( gu '!as), his enjoyment (bhoga) comes to an end and he attains 

liberation (Kaivalya). Then the three gu '!as of sattva (serenity), rajas (activity) 

and tamas (inertia) being devoid ofpurusartha are dissolved. At that time buddhi 

(pradhd.na) has no function for the aspirant. Then the three gu '!as of sattva 

(serenity, rajas activity) and tamas (inertia) being devoid of purufarlm are 

dissolved. At that time buddhi (pradhana) has no function for the aspirant. So it 

(buddhi) also attains Kaivalya.When puru f a as the conscious power (citis 'akti) 

remains in its own essence (svasvarupa) as distinct from buddhi (vivekakhydti ), 

it attaims kaivalya. Kaivalya (liberation) consists in the ultimate cessation of avidyd 

which is the cause ofconjunction as well as the cause ofsuffering. It is the conscious 

power which essentially belongs to puru f a II. As liberation is attained by the 

buddhi (intellect) also, there is no relation between buddhi and puru f a itself 

and therefore puru f a always remains in its own essence. The way of cessation 

of avidyd or suffering is the discrimination between puru s a (seer) and prak r ti . . . 
(seen) which is the true knowledge of one's self (viveka - khydti ). 
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Our search reveals that liberation is the ultimate cessation of suffering, 

according to both the systems of Yoga and Nyaya . 

The import oiviveka-khyiiti of the Yoga and that of Tattva- jiiana of 

the Nyaya are analogous and liberation may be attained through the termination 

of avidyd and mithydjiidna respectively. 

The concepts of asmitd and ahamkdra also are conceptually similar in 

both the systems. Again misapprehending the not-self as self is consideredas avidyii 

by the Yoga and as mithydjiidna by the Nyaya . 
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SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT AND VALUES IN NATURE* 

RAMDAS SIRKAR 

1 

During the second half of the twentieth century we noticed unparalleled 

escalation and spread ofpollution. As a result, global environment became a major 

international concern. At the same time the growing awareness of the complexity 

of interrelationships between humanity, natural resource base and the global 

environment led to a gradual shift in our view ofthe planet Earth. Some parts ofthe 

earth's environment such as climate system, ocean and ozone layer, have been 

acknowledged as open access natural resources, which all humans share but none 

can own it. Some thinkers have identified these as 'global commons'. The ecological 

outlook also reinforced this perception. Thus, the earth is now viewed as a system 

of environmental interactions, which affects all the creatures situated within this 

system. Throughout the last century we also witnessed how the developed nations, 

in their pursuit of economic development thorough rapid industrialization, over

exploited open access natural resources and, in so doing, caused global environmental 

degradation as well as despoliation ofnatural assets.' Thus, in the latter part of the 

twentieth century, 'development' was first identified as a problematic concept. 

Viewed ecologically, the world is now identified as a system of 

interconnected and interdependent elements. Thus, in a world of interdependence 

and interconnections whatever environmental policies and practices any particular 

section of people adopts may have adverse impacts on global environment and 

may cause much harm to the living beings residing in other parts of the world. 

Therefore, developmental projects, involving certain environmental policies and 

practices, must be morally justified. The understanding that earth's resources are 

finite (and, hence, there are limits to growth.) reinforces the urgency of such 

justification. 

• This is a revisedversionof thepaperpresentedat theseminaron sustainable Development, 

organisedby Vivekananda MissionMahavidyalaya, Haldiain2008 
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Throughout human history the human nature relationship has been uneven. 

Different developmental and environmental policies affected different sections of 

people differently. Environmental burdens and benefits, generated by anthropogenic 

activities, are not distributed in a just way. For example, in order to get rich the 

developed nations had followed the path of sustained economic growth, causing 

much environmental degradation and natural resource depletion. Even so, poverty 

in the developing countries has been identified as a major cause of environmental 

degradation. So, development is urgently required for the alleviation ofpoverty in 

these parts of the world. 

Recently the developing nations are struggling to establish their 

rights to development against the developed nation's call for environmental protection 

Therefore, determinate ethical norms are required to solve such problems. Again, 

there are many environmental impacts of developmental activities such as acid 

rain, toxic waste exports, warming, which transcend national boundary and 

impoverishes future generations, giving rise to inequity between generations. 

In response to such conflicts "The Declaration of Principles" adopted at 

the United Nations Conference 1972, the Report of the World Commission on 

Environment and Development 1987 (Known as The Brundtland Report) and the 

Rio Declaration on Environment and Development of 1992 admit the sovereign 

right of nations to manage their developmental practices. 

However, the developed nations express concern about the growing demand 

for industrialization in the developing nations and urges them to take every steps to 

alleviate the consequent environmental degradation such as ozone depletion, climate 

change, desertification, soil erosion, acid rain and species extinction. But the 

developing nations counter such campaign by identifying these issues as global 

responsibility and point out that the developed nations should reduce its excessive 

level ofconsumption and, at the same time, compensate the developing nations by 

extending economic support and green technologies to balance the destruction of 

the' global commons' . 

Thus, the sustained pursuit of the standard form of development has been 

established as the primary cause of environmental degradation and also of the 

inequities between the developed and the developing nations. In order to harmonize 

the environmental agenda of the developed nations with developmental agenda of 
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the developing nations the World Commission on Environment and Development 

(WCED) has worked out the normative concept of sustainable development in 

1987. The Brundtland Report has proposed the mission ofsustainable development 

with the conviction that economic growth and environmental protection can be 

harmonized on a global scale. The Brundtland Report is hopeful of 'the possibility 

of a new era of economic growth, one that must be based on policies that sustain 

and expand the environmental resource base." The UnitedNations Environment 

Programme instituted the WorldCommission on Environment and Development in 

1983 as an independent body. Gro Harlem Brundtland, the then Prime Minister of 

Norway, chaired the commission. The commission was entrusted with the task of 

preparing a proposal for the solution of problems like the harmful impacts of 

anthropogenic activities on the natural world, despoliation and conflicts between 

nations over developmental policies. The Report of the commission, entitled Our 

Common Future, proposed the concept of sustainable development and defined it 

as 'development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the 

abilityofthe futuregenerationsto meet itsownneeds'. Sincesustainabledevelopment 

is a multidimensional concept, it is natural that different thinkers will have different 

definitions and interpretations ofthe concept. At a conference on conservation and 

development, organized by International Union for Conservation ofNature in 1986, 

a definition was agreed upon where five broad requirements were identified for 

sustainable development. These are: 1)integration of conservationand development 

2) satisfaction ofbasic human needs 3) achievement ofequity and social justice 4) 

provision for self-determination and cultural diversity and 5) maintenance of 

ecological integrity. 

II 

In this essay we shall reflect on the need for integrating an appropriate 

ethicalbasisof environmental sustainability withtheBrundtlandaccountofsustainable 

development. According to this account, development is a state or process, which 

is present when the evils of underdevelopment are eradicated by literacy, health, 

higher lifeexpectancy, higherproductivityand goodmedicalandeducationalfacilities. 

Thus, the defining characteristics are to be sought in the satisfaction ofbasic needs, 

which includesneedsfor individual autonomy, andalsotheneedformakingsignificant 

contribution to society.However, the process ofdevelopment should not be equated 
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with mere economic growth since growth as such can fail to satisfy basic human 

needs and can generate inequity. The V.N account of development is clearly 

expressed in its Declaration of the Rights to Development (1980). It says: 

" A comprehensive economic, social, cultural and political process, which aims at 

the constant improvement of the well being of the entire population and of all its 

inhabitants on the basis of their active, free and meaningful participation in 

development and in the fair distribution ofthe benefits resulting there from". 3 

Viewed this way, development certainly aims at improvement. Truly, 

development will remain important as long as human capabilities continue to be 

unrealized and basic needs remain unsatisfied. Keeping in view the particularities 

ofeach nation, this account of development may be interpreted as prescribing the 

prioritization of the satisfaction of basic needs. Thus, it leaves room for different 

paths to development. Perhaps, what requires our special attention is the fact that 

human needs are expressed through a wide spectrum ofcultural expressions, which 

are imbued with different sets ofvalues. Therefore, development should be consistent 

with diverse values of the concerned society. 

Environmental values constitute an important component in the great 

traditions ofhuman civilizations. There are many aspects ofenvironmental values 

and our developmental policies should be framed with adequate sensitivity for such 

values. The neoclassical economists' development paradigm assumes that humans 

are basically consumers communicating with each other by means of the market. 

The general understanding of human nature implicit in such assumption clashes 

against the holistic understanding of human nature expressed in great cultural 

traditions. Such assumption emphasizes individualism, utilitarianism and mechanical 

world-view. Developmental programmes, based on such assumption, may bring 

aftluence but only at the cost of moral impoverishment. There are many cultural 

traditions that have given us holistic worldviews and communitarian ethics. Therefore, 

ethical justification for any developmental policy must be sensitive to cultural and 

moral values enshrined in those worldviews. The epithet sustainability, as added to 

the word 'development' for ascertaining the ethical dimension ofdevelopment, should 

include values that are culture- specific. 

The main point of the early discussion ofsustainability was the urgency of 

admitting limits to certain forms of economic growth. Later on, it was recognized 
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that the sustainability ofa practice or ofa society is mainly its capacity to bepracticed 

or maintained indefinitely.' Moreover, sustainable practices must possess the 

characteristic ability to become a part ofa sustainable world system. This criterion 

is essential because an internally sustainable society can cause unsustainability to 

other parts of the world in terms ofpollution or economic exploitation. 

The Brundtland Report provides certain guidelines or principles for devising 

national policies so that sustainability and development can be combined on a global 

basis. The Report defines sustainable development as "development that meets the 

needs ofthe present without compromising the ability offuture generations to meet 

their own needs".5 The Report clarifies this by focusing on the overriding priority of 

meeting essential needs of the world's poor whilst drawing our attention to the 

'limitations imposed by the present state of technology and social organization on 

environmental resources and by the ability of the biosphere to absorb the effects of 

human activities'," 

Two salient features ofthe Brundtland definition must be noted. In the first 

place, it gives priority to human beings and human welfare over environmental and 

ecological sustainability. Thus, the Brundtland concept of sustainability is clearly 

anthropocentric. Secondly, the social equity aspect is given priority. William 

M.Lafferty has identified following five principles ofsustainable development that 

can be used to evaluate and prescribe changes in the living conditions: 

"1) They aim to satisfy basic needs and reasonable standards of welfare for all 

living beings (Dev I) 

2) They aim to achieve more equitable standards of living both within and among 

global populations (Dev II) 

3) They should bepursed with great caution as to their actual and potential disruption 

of biodiversity and the regeneration capacity of nature, both locally and globally. 

(Sus I) 

4) They should beachieved without undermining the possibility for future generations 

to attain similar or improved standards ofequity (Sus 11)."1 

III 

Sustainable development is often interpreted with primary emphasis on only 

one ofthe two terms ofthe phrase. In environmental economics the primary emphasis 

is on growth or economic development. There the debate between 'strong' and 
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'weak' versions of sustainability concerns the concept of substitution ofcapitals; 

that is, whether technology can be a substitute for 'natural capital'. 

Very often disputes between different interpretations of environmentally 

sustainable development concern conflicts between values which have been 

identified as qualitative and ethical in nature and values that are quantified in economic 

tenus. In the case of the latter, economists recognize value as noticeable through 

consumer preference and opportunity costs. Such an approach is based on the 

dominant Western philosophical tradition or world-view. T. O'Riordan and R. K. 

Turner have divided different approaches to environment into two broad categories, 

viz, technocentrism and ecocentrism. They have identified four basic worldviews in 

different approaches to sustainable development: 

"(a) 'Cornucopian' technocentrism: an exploitative position supportive ofa growth 

ethic expressed in material value terms (e.g. GNP); it is taken as axiomatic that 

the market mechanism in conjunction with technological innovation will ensure 

infmite substitution possibilities to mitigate long run real resource scarcity; 

(b) 'Accomodating' technocentrism: a conservationist position, which rejects the 

axiom ofinfinite substitution and instead supports a sustainable' growth policy guided 

by resource management rules; 

(c) 'Communalist' ecocentrism: a preservationist position, which emphasizes the 

need for prior macro environmental constraints on economic growth and favours a 

decentralized socio-economic system; 

(d) 'Deep ecology' ecocentrism: an extreme preservationist position, dominated by 

the intuitive acceptance of the notions of intrinsic (as opposed to instrumental) 

value in nature and rights for non-human species."! 

Ecocentric ideologies insist that environmentally sustainable policy should 

be based on social norms that individuals accept as members of a community. 

Ecocentrism is a view that regards human beings as subject to ecological and system 

laws and whose moral and social prescriptions involve both humans and non-humans. 

Ecocentric ideologies reconceptualise ethical evaluations around non-human centered 

attitude to the environment that rejects the view that only humans have intrinsic 

value. For them nature or environment is intrinsically valuable. The ecocentrists 

raised the pertinent question concerning the mainstream developmental paradigm, 

which relies on individualism, property rights and self-interest. 
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However, in the face of the ecocentrists' call for limits to growth the 

Bnmdtland Report responds by rejecting physical limits to growth thesis or absolute 

limits thesis and admits only those limits "imposed by the present state oftechnology 

and social organization on the environments' ability to meet present and future 

needs". Thus, the essential feature of sustainable development is the requirement 

that future generations should have resources, both natural and technological, to 

meet their needs comparable to those of the present generation. However, we shall 

discuss why a definition ofenvironmentally sustainable development must incorporate 

non-anthropocentric value of environment. We shall show why mere economic 

valuation ofthe environment is inadequate. We shall also discuss why an authentic 

account ofenvironmentally sustainable development must admit independent value 

of nature. 

In economics natural items are viewed as capital. Economists divide capital 

stock into three broad categories -physical or man made capital (roads, factories), 

human capital (skill, knowledge) and natural capital (commercialized natural 

resources, ecological systems that support economy, and resources providing 

consumed environmental services). A basic disagreement between environmentalists 

and economists concern the question whether natural items should be viewed as 

capital. Environmental economists try to evaluate environment in terms ofcapital 

and propose strategies for tackling problems like natural resource depletion, 

environmental pollution and inequity through market mechanisms. Such attempts 

have resulted in economic interpretations ofsustainability. 

Such interpretation ofsustainability usually comes in two versions viz, 'weak.' 

version and 'strong' version. The 'weak.' version ofsustainability assumes substitution 

opportunities among the categories ofcapital and requires that total capital stock be 

kept unchanged. Thus, the 'weak' version assumes that the exploitation of non

renewable natural resources and the destruction of renewable resources may be 

allowed since equivalent resources available through technology can compensate 

these. This view also assumes that such substitution through generations can provide 

the basis ofsustainability. However, critics have expressed doubt about the ability 

to substitute physical and human capital for natural capital. Moreover, concerns for 

environmental uncertainties and irreversibility as well as a bequest motive have led 

some thinkers to hold out a 'strong' version of sustainability. According to this 
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'strong' version, a constant stock of natural capital is an essential component of 

sustainable development. It also maintains that critical natural capital such as ozone 

layer and earth ecosystem are non-substitutable and hence must be conserved." 

Nevertheless, both these theories hold that what sustainability is supposed to sustain 

is capital. Both these theories intend to supply a measure ofcapital for both natural 

and man-made assets, and claim that their idea of sustainability can easily be 

implemented through such measure. 

However, critics point out that sustainable development is much more 

important as a qualitative concept. H. E. Daly has aptly pointed out that the word 

'development' does not connote growth. He says: "When something grows it gets 

bigger. When something develops it gets different. The earth ecosystem develops 

(evolves), but does not grow. Its subsystem, the economy, must eventually stop 

growing, but continue to develop.?'" 

In this connection, the observation of Robin Ahfield is worth-mentioning 

He has rightly pointed out that measuring natural capital is not practicable. Values 

of natural resources depend on their potential uses that change from place to place 

and culture to culture and are also subject to the market. So, the prospective valuation 

ofits probable use would require unending relativization with the state ofknowledge 

and variable demand. Moreover, if natural resources are viewed as natural capital 

then there are limits to substitution at least in practice. For example, there is no man 

made substitute for critical natural capital such as ozone layer, earth ecosystem etc. 

In order to illuminate the incommensurabil ity between the concept ofmarket value 

and the concept ofnature's intrinsic value Robin Attfield observes: "while much of 

the substitution is compatible with systems remaining intact (as when forest are 

replanted), some natural systems need to be left intact and unsubstituted ifthere is 

to be any cultural arena at all in which acts of substitution can be contemplated, 

debated or rejected."!' This area cannot be valued economically. Thus, non

economic value ofnature is incontestable. 

There are other shortcomings in understanding sustainability in terms of 

capital. If the supply of resources for human purposes is regarded as the sole 

criterion justifying substitution then preservation of particular species cannot be a 

sufficient ground for rejecting plans to build man made capital for the poor. But, 

more often than not, we construct buildings in the distance only to save certain 
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species. This shows that there is an additional ground, other than purely human 

interests, for sustainable practices. The shortcomings ofunderstanding sustainability 

in purely anthropocentric terms becomes apparent when we observe that both the 

'natural capital' interpretation ofsustainability and the theory ofsubstitutability view 

a tree and a heap of stone alike, i.e. a natural capital. Both of these approaches 

ignore the fact that trees, lions, birds and other living creatures cannot be viewed as 

mere resource or capital. All living beings have a good-of-its- own. Again, critics of 

unlimited substitutability have pointed out that this is an attempt at expanding the 

property system in order to appropriate entire natural order, which cannot be owned 

in principle. Thus we can say that this is an attempt at commodification ofnature. 12 

IV 

Now, what should be our stand? Ifsustainable development is to be achieved 

then the required changes in agricultural practices, energy use, forestry and other 

industrial structures will not be sufficient. What is required is a shift in attitudes and 

values in socio- economic and moral aspects ofhuman life. In the true sense of the 

term sustainable development must include a shift in value. The basis ofsuch a shift 

is the recognition that the Earth in its natural form must be valued in its own right 

and not only for its instrumental value. Values like respect for the diversity of life, 

other creatures and future generation, concern and co-operation must provide the 

foundation for the ethics ofsustainable development. This ethics should build up a 

co-operative spirit. Education for and from the environment is the most powerful 

means for achieving such development. Moreover, natural environment is an 

indispensable source ofmoral education. 

Thus the recognition of non-economic value of nature can provide an 

adequate ethical basis of environmentally sustainable development. Evaluative 

measures in terms ofutility alone will not help us to build any authentic conserving 

attitude towards the natural system, regenerative processes of the planet and its 

scenic beauty. The requisite perspective may develop from a sense of the sanctity 

oflife. Different cultures and religions express such non-utilitarian attitude differently. 

In the opinion ofMark Sagoff, people's environmental valuations are not 

determined by preferences; it is basically their attitudes that determine such valuations. 

Preferences, as expressed through the market, are not appropriate metric for 

environmental valuation. Economic methods of valuation and the method of 
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environmental valuation are incommensurable. In formulating environmental 

protection standards political, cultural and historical factors must be given due . 

attention. Mere preference-based valuation is not acceptable. Mark Sagoffwrites: 

'Our environmental goals- clearer air and water, preservation of wilderness and 

wildlife, and the like are not to be construed, then, simply as personal wants or 

preferences; they are not interests to be "priced" by markets or by cost-benefit 

analysis, but are views or beliefs that may fmd their way, as public values, into 

legislation. These goals stem from our character as a people, which is not something 

we choose... '13. He rightly claims: 'surely environmental questions... involve moral 

and aesthetic principles and not just economic ones' 14. Thus, when we consider the 

aesthetic value of environment, the inadequacy of preference-based valuation of 

environment becomes more apparent even within the anthropocentric perspective. 

In order to emphasize non-anthropocentric value ofEarth's life-supporting 

system Holmes Rolston reminds us that this value is not 'just a matter of late

coming human interests'. He urges us to identify Earth as a historically remarkable 

and valuable place, 'a place able to produce value prior to human arrival, and even 

now valuable antecedently to the human uses of it'. He rightly challenges the 

assumption that there is only conscious value or valuing. Thus, he continues: 'It 

seems parochial to say that our part alone in the drama establishes all its worth'. It 

is true that humans alone can appraise environmental issues on global scale and 

determine moral obligation in this connection. Humans, as measurer, set up the 

scales. But these axiological scales do not make up or create the values that we 

measure. Rolston, again, points out that in the ongoing natural history ofthis planet 

there is value wherever there is positive creativity. He says: 'Animals, organisms, 

species, ecosystems, Earth, cannot teach us how to do this evaluating. But they can 

display what it is that is to be valued'. On the basis ofthese considerations Rolston 

describes values in nature in the following way: 

'While such creativity can be present in subjects with their interests and 

preferences, it can also be present objectively in living organisms with their lives 

defended, and in species that defend an identity over time, and in systems that are 

self-organizing and that project storied achievement.' IS Hence, sustainable 

development must take account of independent values in nature. 

In conventional economic thought sustainable development is understood 
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as development that involves environmentalprotection only as a means towards 

human survival and well-being. Here nature is viewed as a mere means to human 

developmentYet, theBnmdtlandaccountofsustainable development is underpinned 

by the principleofmeetinghumanneeds in sucha wayas to be consistentwith later 

generationsfollowingthesamepath. Manyofus recognizetheprotectionofnatural 

beauty,rich eco-system. and speciesas independentand importantgoals. Likewise, 

we might want sustainable eco-system, sustainable societies and sustainable 

livelihoodsthatare consistentwith basichuman needs. Thus, different sustainable 

practices can very well be means towards the fulfillmentof humanwell being for 

the present and for the future. Such sustainable practices, based on biocentric or 

ecosystemic concern, can be valuable without contributing to economic growth. 

Developmentdoes not necessarilyimplyeconomicgrowth.Hopefully, we havethe 

freedom to determine what kind ofdevelopmentwe require in order to protect the 

environment. Hence,the importanttask beforeus is to framepoliciesfor sustainable 

developmentin such a way as to incorporatethe goals ofenvironmentalprotection 

and human development as ends in themselves while both function as means to 

each other. 
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A PLEA FOR PHILOSOPHY 

GOPAL CHANDRA KHAN 

The tendency of culture in our time is, and will probably continue to be, towards 

science. This is due, of course, to the immense practical utility of science. In the 

post-Renaissance Europe a 'gentleman' was expected to know some amount of 

Latin, but he need not know how a steam-engine was made. In to-day's Europe 

these 'gentlemen'are less useful than other men. We may now safely assume that, 

before very long, no one will be considered educated unless he knows something of 

science, and no study is worth pursuing unless it is scientific, that is, objective and 

exact. This is all to the good. But what is regrettable is that science seems to be 

winning its victories at the expense of an impoverishment of our culture in other 

directions. Art becomes more and more an affair ofa few rich persons; it is not felt 

by ordinary men to be important, as it was when it was associated with religion and 

public life. Poets have disappeared. I imagine that a hundred years hence every 

fairly educated person will know a good deal of mathematics, a fair amount of 

biology, and a great deal about how to make machines. Education, except for the 

few, will become more and more 'dynamic', i.e. will teach people to do rather than 

to think or feel. They will perform all sorts oftasks with extraordinary skill, but will 

be incapable of considering rationally whether the tasks are worth performing. As 

Heidegger voiced his thought: "At a time when the further most comer of the globe 

has been conquered by technology and opened to economic exploitation; when any 

incident whatsoever, regardless of where or when it occurs, can be communicated 

to the rest of the world at any desired speed; when the assassination of a king in 

France and a symphony concert in Tokyo can be 'experienced' simultaneously; 

when time has ceased to be anything other than velocity, instantaneousness, and 

simultaneity, and time as history has vanished from the lives of all people; when a 

boxer is regarded as a nation's great man; when mass meetings attended by millions 

are looked on as a triumph - then, yes then, through all this turmoil a question still 

haunts us like a specter: What for?- Whither? - And what then?" In the face of this 

grimprospect we need some serious thinking, and without even minimising the utility 
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ofscience, or greatly compromising with the utilitarian mode of living, some sort of 

balancing is urgently required to save human culture from further decadence. 

II 

Francis Bacon advised the scientist to abjure himself in the cause ofscience 

and the moral predicament that man is to recover the domain over Nature he lost in 

the Fall. About ourselves we say nothing, we only allow Nature to speak for herself 

- and this should be the spirit of scientific enquiry, explained Bacon. But which 

nature is she that speaks for herself in a scientist's work? Galileo gave his answer. 

He said: 

Philosophy is written in that great book which ever lies before us - I mean 

the Universe - but we cannot understand it if we do not first learn the 

language and grasp the symbols in which it is written. This book is written 

in the mathematical language, and the symbols are triangles, circles and 

other geometrical figures, without whose help it is impossible to comprehend 

a single word ofit; without which one wonders in vain through dark labyrinth. 

We become familiar with Nature through our senses. But nature does not 

disclose her secrets or methods of operation to the senses; mathematical 

demonstrations alone furnish the key to unlock her secrets. 

Galileo's method of mathematical demonstration follows the distinction 

between primary qualities and secondary qualities. Qualities, such as number, figure, 

magnitude, position, and motion, which cannot be separated from body-qualities, 

and which can also be wholly expressed mathematically, are primary qualities. All 

other qualities are secondary, subordinate effects of the primary on the senses. 

Real nature is composed of primary qualities only, and we can have statements of 

truth with regard to this primary or real nature. With regard to secondary nature we 

can just make subjective judgements, such as we have in politics, law, history, etc. 

They do not give us true descriptions; they just express subjective opinions. Only 

mathematically organised science can give us a true description ofthe world. Success 

in science, explained Galileo, depends on our ability to resolve the world ofsensible 

experience into the world of mathematical object, i.e., primary qualities, and to 

deduce valid conclusions from them. The first step towards this resolution will be 

reduction. The scientist will have to reduce or leave out of consideration all that is 
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secondary (or what Descartes regarded as ~ extensa) as 'material hindrences' to 

his science. Ifhe can successfully do this he will get agreeable results through his 

scientific calculations. To quote from Galileo : 

... Just as the computer who wants his calculations to deal with sugar, silk, 

and wool must discount the boxes, bales, and other packing, so the 

mathematical scientist, when he wants to recognise in the concrete the 

effect which he has proved in the abstract, must deduct the material 

hindrences, and ifhe is able to do so, I assure you that things are in no less 

agreement than arithmetical computations. The errors, then, lie not in the 

abstractness or concreteness, not in geometry or physics, but in a calculator 

who does not know how to make a true accounting. 

Ever since Galileo, modem science came to be increasingly viewed as 

applied mathematics. Newton, who came after Galileo, had to find new and new 

mathematics to raise modem science to its unprecedented height. 

The spectacular success of Galilean - Newtonian modem science, also 

known as positive, objective or exact science, has convinced a section ofexplorers 

ofknowledge that the shapes ofreality are mathematical, that integral and differential 

calculus are the alphabets ofjust perception. As has often been noted, a branch of 

enquiry passes from pre-science into science when it can be mathematically 

organised. It is the development within itselfofformulaic and statistical means that 

gives to a science its dynamic possibilities. By virtue of mathematics, the stars 

move out ofmythology into the astronomer's table.The tools ofmathematical analysis 

transformed chemistry and physics from alchemy to the predictive sciences they 

are now. Even in biology gone are the days ofDarwin. In post Darwinian biology, 

mathematics has played an ever-commanding role. To-day, large areas of biology, 

such as genetics, are mainly mathematical. Where biology turns towards chemistry, 

it abandons the word for the figure. 

The cult ofthe positive, the exact, and the predictive has invaded subjects 

ofstudy like history and economics inno less measure. Historians have now begun 

to record their materials as elements in the crucible ofcontrolled experiment. From 

impartial scrutiny of the past there emerges those statistical patterns, those 

periodicities ofnatural and economic force, which allows the historian to formulate 
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'laws ofhistory' . This very notion of 'historical law' , and the implication ofnecessity 

and predictibility, which are crucial to Taine, Marx and Spengler. are a borrowing 

from the sphere of the exact and mathematical sciences. The illusion of science 

and the fashions of the academic have transformed our young historian i.ito a smart 

bubly gnawing at the minute fact or fig~;~-'- .n economics econometric. is ,~ammg 

on. The cardinal terms-values, cvcies. nr~Kuc;;ve capac.ry, c: l1"1t1~ ';,J! s input-

output - are in a state of transm cr' .1 'I",;; '"," ";;6 Ji ':..J the 

mathematical, from rhetoric to eouanon anr d .eir jaws or terms applytc : i;(' momic 

beings or elements to be founc anywhere: or now' 'v , s"''::;'i,~ctive 

elements as feeling - comprehensiveness, nurposrveness etc. ;::}r conside sociology, 

Much ofmodem sociology is statistical table, the curve or the graph. The remptation 

ofmodem objective science is no less flagrant in modem art and music. .just lauch 

upon the subject by quoting a passage from the Musical Quarterly, the title of the 

discussion in it being "Twelve Tone Invariant :" 

The initial pitch class ofS is denoted by the couple <0, 0> , and is taken as 

the origin of the coordinate system for both order and pitch numbers, both 

of which range over the integers 0 - 11 inclusive, each integer appearing 

once and only once as an order number and a pitch number. In the case of 

order numbers this represents the fact that twelve and twelve pitch-classes 

are involved: in case ofpitch numbers, this is the mathematical analogue of 

octave equivalence (Congruent mode. 12). 

The mathematical mode ofapproach to music, the masters ofmodem music proudly 

claim, leads to uniformity of configurations that eleminates the last traces of 

unpredictability or surprise, and thus makes its thoroughly objective, rather scientific. 

The music that is produced by this kind of approach is of considerable fascination 

and technical interest, never mind much of what passes for music at the present 

time isjust brutal noise. The position ofdancing and dance -music, painting, sculpture, 

etc. is no different. In consequence, the emotional needs that were formerely 

satisfied in aesthetically admirable ways are now fmding more and moretrivial outlets. 

The spectacular success of modem science has also made the philosopher 

vulnerable to temptations, and the desire to be positive, exact and predictive is no 

less prominent in philosophy than in comparable fields ofleaming and understanding. 
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Classical and mediaeval philosophers were wholly committed to the dignity and 

resources ofwords. They believed that words, handled with requisite precision and 

subtlety, could bring the mind into accord with reality. But the philosophers ofour 

time hold out small hopes. They feel that our awareness of the complications of 

reality is such that a unification or synthesis ofunderstanding which made words of 

language possible no longer works. They invent or postulate a syntax free from the 

ambiguities andimprecisions whichhistory andusuagebroughtintocommonlanguage. 

They borrow the conventions of mathematical inference and deduction and apply 

them to other modes of thought in order to determine whether such modes have 

validity. In short, they seem to objectify crucial areas of philosophic enquiry by 

stepping outside language. The non-verbal instrument ofmathematical symbolism 

is now being applied to morals and even to aesthetics. There is scarcely a branch 

of philosophy in which we do not find the numerals, italicised words and arrows 

with which the symbolic logicians seek to replace the shop-worn and rebellioushost 

of words. 

What I have argued so far is this. The retreat from the logos vis-a-vis self

understanding has become a general tendency with what we proudly call our cul

tural accomplishments, and large areas of meaning and praxis which were previ

ously occupied by words, the heartland ofthe logos, are now occupied by the sym

bols of logic and mathematics. This has a telling effect on literature, philosophy, 

theology,law,the arts ofhistory,and similardisciplineswhich endeavour to enclose, 

within the bounds of rational discourse, the sum of human experience. The role of 

the poet in our life and in the life of words has greatly diminished. There was not a 

single subject on earth about which a Vedabyasa or a Shakespeare could not be 

poetical about, or for which his words were insufficient. But to-day, most of the 

'true pictures' are beyond the range ofhis perception and grasp ofhis words. Only 

a fool may now believe that a homer will springup to Write an Iliad on the Gulf-War. 

The position of the philosopher is no different. There was not a single subject on 

earth about which a Plato or a Nagarjuna or a Kant could not philosophise. But 

listen to what Wittgenstein, who is ironically enough regarded as the greatest of 

modem philosophers, has to say ofphilosophy.Most of the propositions and ques

tions to be found in philosophical works are notjust false; they are non-sensical. His 

dictum is : say nothing except what can be said, i.e. propositions ofnatural science, 
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and philosophy is not one of the natural sciences. Thus to do philosophy, according 

to Wittgenstein, is to show that there is no philosophy in the real sense of the term. 

The closing paragraphs of the Tractatus is not a claim for the potentiality of philo

sophic statements such as Descartes advanced. On the contrary, 1': )2 8. c'dstic 

retreat from the confident authority of traditional philosophvIt leads to me eo-rally 

famous conclusion: "And so It is impossible tor tnere to be propositions of .Gt~~!\~s." 

Yes, Philosophy has nothing to say, ethics cannot be exoressed. and oesioes ethics. 

most ofthe traditional areas ofphilosophic speculation are among the mexpressibles, 

if, of course, by what Wittgenstein repreatedly referred to as our 'language' is 

taken to mean the logico -mathematical language carefully developed after the 

model of modern exact science. 

III 

These are some ofmy melancholeous thoughts, which nevertheless do not 

drive me in despair. For more than twenty-five hundred years man has been 

philosophising, and the results of his persistent efforts is innumerable systems of 

philosophy, each different from the other. While the men ofpositive science marvel 

at the ever-increasing fruitfulness of their field of learning and pity or mock the 

poor philosopher, every century sees at least one genius come forward with a new 

philosophy. Man, so it appears, is unable to stop philosophising, he simply cannot 

give up philosophy. 

Many of those who reject philosophy point out that even though the philo

sophical way of thinking is much older than that of modern science, it has not yet 

managed to formulate even a few theses which are unanimously accepted by all 

philosophers. One could even say that perhaps there exists not a single thesis which 

is not denied by some philosophers ofthe past, present, or future. What they fail to 

see, however, is that every genuine philosophy is per se original. It finds its starting 

point in the personal presence of the philosopher who I am to reality. This spirits 

presence to reality is what is called "experience". There may be endless moods of 

spirits presence to reality, endless ways ofexperiencing reality, not all of which are 

philosophical. But at least this much is certain: to be philosophically meaningful it 

must give expression to reality. Poets, artists, philosophers, and such other creative 

geniuses give expression to reality in their own ways for which there can be no 

objective rules or principles. Each work ofart, each poetry, for example, is unique, 
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and is a class by itself. It is not produced according to a pre existing rule. It is rule 

by itself, though a second of it cannot be produced by the rule. It can at best be 

imitated but not reproduced. The position is the same with philosophy. It is life itself 

which raises philosophical question, and every life is personal and original. Accord

ingly, man is called to philosophise in an original and personal way. A Philosophy, 

therefore, cannot be judged by the standard of impersonal scientific truth which 

conforms to the mechanical law of nature. The law of nature is inexorably neces

sary, but the philosopher's thought follows free. 

As I have just explained, as a philosopher, I am a person, an I, and my 

philosophical thought is only authentic if it is my philosophical thinking. Every per

son, however, is inserted in history which is not personal. I can never begin to think 

from zero, for others have begun to think before me and I am carried by their 

thought. It is impossible to think without tradition. But thereby the philosopher does 

not have to abandon any claim to personal thought. He is called to infuse new life 

into this history. Philosophy is always concerned with a personal experience and a 

personal expression ofthe wealth ofbeing. But it is because other preceded us that 

it is possible for us personally to be something to which otherwise we would per

haps have been blind. Plato, Aquinas, Descartes, Kant, Marx etc. are still alive 

among us. They continue to "speak" to us to see reality in new and new ways. 

Once this is accepted, there is no reason to be scandalised by the existence of 

many contradictory systems ofphilosophy, and endless disagreements among phi

losophers. 

Before I end this plea I must add a few words on the "usefulness" or 

"uselessness" ofphilosophy. For those who subscribe to scientism (that is, absolut

ism ofphysical science) philosophy is a joke. In self-defence the philosopher could 

perhaps be tempted to demonstrate the usefulness of philosophy. Such an effort, 

however, would be in vain. How would it be possible for those who do not see the 

value of philosophy to attribute any other meaning to the term "useful" than the 

usefulness which they experience in the pursuit of thier own science? Nuclear 

physics, biology, economics and such sciences are useful, they serve the workaday 

world in which they are integrated, but with respect to this world philosophy is 

wholly "useless". It can abandon this "uselessness" only under penalty of ceasing 

to be philosophy. Indeed, a first description ofphilosophy is an act through which 
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we pass beyond the world of work. But it is precisely because our society tends 

more and more to become a technocratic organisation of work that philosophy is 

not only "useful" - albeit in a totally different sense than its technocratic meaning 

but even necessary, at least for many. 

The assertation that philosophy is "useful" , even "necessary" cannot be 

proved outside the pursuit of philosophical thinking. The understanding of the 

usefulness and the necessity ofphilosophy presupposes presence to the experience 

ofactual philosophising. Because ofthe fact that this reality is absent from one who 

is totally absorbed by a technocratic mentality, it must be said that what the philoso

pher says about the act of philosophising can at most be accepted by in good faith 

by the non-philosopher. There exists, moreover, the above mentioned difficulty that 

such an acceptance is unphilosophical. As a rule, therefore, the plea for the useful

ness ofphilosophy fails to convince the non-philosopher. Philosophers, on the other 

hand, do not need such plea, because the value ofphilosophy clearly reveals itself in 

philosophical thinking. 
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PROOFS FOR THE DIVINE EXISTENCE 

RAGHUNATH GHOSH 

I 

Any type of discussion on the nature of an entity presupposes its existence. The 

discussion on the concept of God becomes meaningful if the Divine existence is 

proved. Keeping this theory in view the Naiyayikas have made an auspicious attempt 

to prove the Divine existence. In this portion an attempt is made to give an account 

of the existence of God, review these arguments and test the tenability of them. 

II 

To Nyiiya God is accepted as a category, which comes under Atman or Self, as 

it is treated as Paramdtman or Absolute Self. To the Naiyayikas individual self 

(jlvatma) is the substratum ofcognition (Jiianadhikara 'fa) and also it is the 

locus of the qualities like desire, effort, intellect etc. Arguments for the Divine 

existence may either be perceptual or non-perceptual. Both of them fail to prove 

the existence ofGod. Two types ofperception, external and internal, fail to prove 

the existence of God. For, the external perception cannot reveal any substance 

having no colour, taste etc. As God is not endowed with the afore-said qualities, He 

is not capable of being perceived with the help of external sense organs. The 

internal sense organ i.e., mind cannot reveal God because the mental states like 

pleasure, pain etc alone are revealed by internal sense organ. As God is not obviously 

a mental state, there does not arise any question of perceiving internally. 

The opponents of the Naiyayikas are of the opinion that even inference 

cannot reveal God, because for an inferential argument a proper reason or hetu is 

needed. To them such a reason or hetu is not available for inferring the existence 

ofGod. This argument of the opponents cannot be taken for granted. For, though 

perception cannot reveal God yet there are various arguments for inferring the 

Divine existence. In other words, there are some favourable reasons or signs through 

which the existence of God can be established. The Naiyayikas have forwarded 

the following syllogistic argument in favour of the Divine existence: ' A binary 

particle of the Earth is due to a causal agent (kartii), as it is an effect like a pot' 
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(K sityankuriidikam kart ~ janyam kiiryatvdt, gha! avat y. This can be
 

explained in the following way:
 

'Every effect is produced by a causal agent, e.g., a pot;
 

A binary particle of the element of the Earth is an effect;
 

Therefore, it is produced by a causal agent'
 

In the above-mentioned argument there is no scope for doubt the validity of 

the major premise or first premise, because the truth of it depends on the cosmic 

instances like ajar or a pot etc. having no other contrary instances. So the major 

premise is sell-evidently true. In the same way there is no confusion about the truth 

of the minor premise also. For, a binary particle of the earth is formed through the 

combination of the two earthly atoms. By virtue of the fact that a produced object 

is an effect, the premises do not create any formal difficulty. The conclusion deduced 

from these premises is very much cogent and convincing. Though there is no difficulty 

regarding the truth of the formal structure of this argument, it does not entail that 

God exists. From the premises it follows that there must be a causal agent behind 

the production of a binary particle. In reply the theistic contention shows that the 

justification ofthe argument lays on the correct interpretation oftwo terms-'a binary 

particle' and 'a causal agent'. Let us see what may be the correct interpretation of 

these two terms. 'A binary particle' means the dvya nuka (binary atoms) of the 

earth originated through the combination oftwo atoms ofearth'. Even if it is accepted, 

it may lead to another problem ofthe following type. An atom being unconscious in 

nature cannot be combined automatically at the time ofinitial creation, just as a car 

cannot move without a driver. In the same way it may be presupposed that without 

the intervention ofa conscious agent the. combination of two unconscious atoms is 

not possible. For this reason a conscious causal agent behind the creation of this 

cosmic world through the combination of atoms must have to be accepted. 

It may again be argued that though a causal agent is accepted behind the creation, 

a little reflection reveals that such agency not being available in ordinary human 

beings like us must exist in super being who is God. If it is accepted that the atom of 

the earth etc. can be conjoined automatically without the help of such causal being 

or conscious principle, this creation would go for an endless period of time leading 

to the impossibility ofdissolution. But in reality both the creation and destruction of 

this earth are to be accepted. This theory is not also denied in the S'ruti and 
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Smr ti . If an object is originated, it will surely be destroyed. An entity having 

origination and destruction is called noneternal (anitya). A dvya '!uka being 

endowed with the property of origination will have destruction. Hence there must 

be some causal agent who is no other than God or Paramdtman- Let us consider 

why God is called the agent of this. world. What is to be understood by the term 

'kartd '? The above discussion suggests that no human being can produce a 

dvya n uka (binary atom). A potter or weaver is taken as a causal agent behind 

the production ofa jar or pot, because they have got an immediate apprehension of 

the materials, which produce a pot, and has a desire of producing it and also has 

obtained thorough knowledge ofusing the materials. In the like manner, with regard 

to an effect like earth- dvya '!uka a person who is taken to be a causal agent will 

have an immediate apprehension of earth-atoms from which a dvya n uka is 

produced. As such an agent is not possible among the finite beings, a causal agent 

must be other than a finite being. This infinite being is God or Paramatman"
God may be called the causal agent of this world, as He possesses all the 

characteristic features of an agent. In other words. He is the only Being who is 

endowed with the capacity ofapprehending directly all the elements like atom etc. 

that are essential for creating this world due to having unlimited power and capacities. 

Such capacities are not found among the ordinary human beings like us. It may 

again be explained that the ordinary human beings cannot attain the direct cognition 

ofthe unlimited number ofair-atom, water-atom etc. and also dyads of them. Other 

characteristics ofbeing an agent like the effort and desire ofcreation remain in God 

who design this universe after reviewing the scope for the experience of the result 

ofkarmaperformed by an individual being. Such an activity cannot be undertaken 

by an ordinary human being due to having limited power and knowledge in respect 

of it. Hence there are no other alternatives than to prove the existence of God as a 

causal agent of this world. 

The objection raised by the atheist that there is no testimonial prooffor the existence 

of God cannot be taken for granted. For there are several proofs in favour of the 

existence ofGod in the S'ruti, which runs as follows: 'Ya ~ sarvajiiah sarvavit' 

(i.e., He is all-knowing and omniscient). It maybe argued that the terms sarvajiia 

and sarvavit are used in the same sense and hence it is tautologous. In reply it is 

said that this Upani ~ adic statement can be interpreted in a different way. The 
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term' sarvajn a 'means a person who realizes the subtle nature ofeverything in 

a general way including atoms etc. and the term 'sarvavit' means a person who 

has got the cognition of all things in details'). The B ': haddra '!yakopani !ad 

describes God as the greatest unborn self having cognition and surrounded by the 

vital forces or prd '!as and as the space within heart. He is the ruler of all, the 

lord ofall, and the king ofall. He remains unaffected by the works done by Him. In 

other words. He, though protector of the earth, does not become great by good 

works or narrow by the evil activities. 

Apart from this causal argument there are many arguments in favour of the Divine 

existence, as the agent of the Veda, the creator of ad r st a and the 

nimittakd.ra '!a (the auxiliary cause) ofall non-eternal elements. Generally all the 

theists accept the Veda as authority and hence rely on the Vedic statements. We do 

not find any clear-cut evidence regarding the fact in what time or by whom or in 

what place or how the Vedas have been written. The existence of an agent of the 

Vedas is presupposed by virtue of the fact that they have got the nature of sentences 

just like the Mahdbhdrata- An exceptional, all knowing and an intelligent being 

write all the sentences of the Vedas. If these were not written by an omniscient 

being, they would have been treated as ordinary word, but not as the Veda. But we 

do not find any evidence that among human beings such capability remains. Therefore, 

all knowing and almighty God must be an agent or the creator ofthe Vedas. Because 

God who is the composer of the Vedas is free from errors", These arguments are 

more or less admitted by some philosophers of other schools. Gautama, the author 

of the Nydyasiitra , does not depict God as the composer of the Vedas, but he 

admits that the Veda is the speeches ofa person devoid ofany error, which is called 

iiptapriirna n ya. Just as the evidence of the reliable persons determines the 

evidence of the Ayurveda and Mantras, the evidence of Veda depends on such 

evidence of the faultless or errorless but reliable persons. If it is said that the saints 

like Kapila, Vas'i s I ha etc. are omniscient and hence they can compose the Vedas, 

we may be led to a situation when we shall have to accept many wise persons as 

the composer of the Vedas, which is not at all acceptable", Further, the existence of 

God depends on the evidence of the Vedas. Ka n ada, the author of the 

Vais'e s ikasiiIra, has accepted the view that the Vedas are taken as the source 

ofvalid cognition as it is introduced by Gol.It has also been stated that the Vedas 
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are composed by an intelligent agent who is the protector of the eternal religion 

which is called's'iis'vatadharmagoptii '. 

III 

So far we have discussed the causal argument for the Divine existence. Now we. 

may tum our attention to another type of argument given by the Naiyayikas. The 

entities that are not seen are called unseen or ad ~ ~ !a, which plays a very important 

role in an individual's life. Ifwe look towards the world, we will be able to see the 

infinite diversities among various types of man- some are rich, some poor, some 

happy, some unhappy etc. The unseen factors (ad ~ ~! a s) play an important role 

in these diversities7
• These are the results ofour activities performed in this birth or 

in another birth. Every being has to enjoy the result of actions (karma) performed 

by him. This is the natural reign in the moral world. An action does not remain 

without generating its result. It is true that the result of moral action may cause 

happiness or misery among the beings. But what is the procedure of generating 

result of an action? There are diverse principles regarding the enjoyment of the 

result of karma. Persons are found to enjoy the result of karma performed in the 

youth at the old age, and also to enjoy the result of an action done in the previous 

birth in this birth. How is it justified? In reply it may be said that the result ofintegral 

actions is collected as virtue and the result of non-integral actions is collected as 

vice. This virtue and vice are called ad ~ ~ !a by virtue of the fact that they are not 

seen. One who, after taking an account ofthe result ofaction done by an individual, 

conveys the result is called God. It is sometimes seen that in spite of heavy effort 

one is not conjoined with the satisfactory result. Under such a situation it has to be 

presupposed that without the help of some other cause the action is not capable of 

producing result. We do not find this other cause among the perceptible objects in 

this world. The imperceptible cause of conveying the result of action is God or 

ls'vara 8. 

It is a fact that an individual is not always conjoined with the desired result though 

he tries his best to have it. From this fact it is inferred that the result of karma or 

action is not in accordance with the desire ofan individual being ( jlva ). The result 

of action (karma) performed by an individual being is conveyed by a powerful 

being, which is no other than God. 

Against this argument the opponents have raised an objection ofthe following type. 
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Ifpersons do not perform their works, the result ofkarma done by them cannot be 

produced. Hence it is the action (karma), which solely produces result. What is the 

utility of accepting the existence of God? If the attainment of the result of karma 

depends on God, an individual being without resorting any effort to perform certain 

activities would attain the result ofkarma. In response to this objection it is said by 

the Naiyayikas that God is the agent of karma and also an agent of the result of 

karma ofhuman being. In other words, it can be said that the human beings perform 

their activities on the desire of God and hence karma is not the reason of its result. 

Therefore, an individual being ( j 1va ) cannot attain the result ofkarma without the 

desire of God. God is described as the sole authority of every work performed by 

an individual being. He can give the result ofkarma if someone has got some effort 

to perform it. God takes care of every body in the same way, as He has no enmity 

or friendship, which is evidenced in the S'rimadbhagavadgitd - 'Samo ' 

ham sarvabhiite~ U na me dve ~ yo sti na priya ~ . 

It should be admitted that God creates this world so that individual beings can 

experience the result of karma. That is why, the creation of this world has been 

made by God in accordance with the result of karma done by an individual being. 

Due to the existence of the desire ofGod each and every person gets his individual 

result as per the activity performed by him. This idea has been expressed in the 

B ~ haddra '!yakopani ~ ad 9 in which it is stated that a man who performs good 

works becomes great and a man who performs sin becomes sinner. In this way he 

becomes virtuous and vicious after performing respective activities. From the above 

discussion it can be concluded that individual beings perform their activities and 

God provides them results according to their karma. 

It may be argued that there is no auxiliary cause behind the creation of the world 

and also behind the production of body etc. That is, an object can be produced 

without the help ofany auxiliary cause (nimittakdra '!a ) just as the sharpness ofa 

thorn or ofa hom produced automatically, i.e., without taking the help ofthe auxiliary 

cause. 

In response to this Gautama says- 'Ammitto ndnimittata ~ '. where it is said that it 

is not true that an object comes into being without being dependent on any auxiliary 

cause. It is found in the empirical world that an object comes into being depending 

on some auxiliary cause. Nimittakiira 'fa or auxiliary cause is that from which an 
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· . od ed 10o ject b IS pr uc . 

It is not true that the sharpness ofthe horn or thorn does not depend on any auxiliary 

cause. For it (sharpness ofthorn) is produced with the aid ofatoms being associated 

with the unseen factors. In the same way, it can be said that this world cannot come 

into existence without having any auxiliary cause. Hence God is inferred as the 

agent or auxiliary cause for the creation of this wonderful world. 

Since all actions and its result ofan individual being ( JIva ] are directed by God, we 

cannot say that God alone or ad r s t a (unseen factor) alone can be the cause of 

these actions and their result. But both the activities performed by the individual 

beings ( Jiva l and God is the nimittakiira '!a or auxiliary cause of this creation. 

That is say, ifGod creates this universe according to his own desire without paying 

any heed to the virtue or vice, the result ofkarma performed by an individual being, 

He may be described as a cruel-hearted and having the nature offavouring someone 

indiscriminately, which is the mark ofperforming partiality. As He, being God cannot 

do it, it has to be taken into account that He creates this universe according to the 

virtues and vices earned by an individual being. A Jlva is the agent ofkarma and 

he, being directed by God, performs all actions and hence he may be called a 

prayojakakartd (i.e., a causative agent), who is an agent of the unseen factors 

(ad ~ ~ !a) also. 

Udayandcdrya in the first stanza of his Nyiiyakusumanjali is of the opinion that 

ad ~ ~! a must be accepted for the integral and non-integral actions ofa J[va . So 

eternal and all knowing God must be accepted as the agent of these ad ~ ~ ! a s of 

an individual being. That is to say, just as inanimate objects like an axe etc., are not 

capable ofdoing any work, i.e., cutting wood without a conscious being, inanimate 

elements like ad ~ ~! a ofan individual cannot be the cause of the creation of this 

world without a conscious Being. But the individual beings having limited knowledge 

and capacities cannot be an agent of their unseen factors (ad ~ ~! a). So the 

existence of omniscient agent who can perceive innumerable ad ~ ~! a s of 

innumerable individual beings is to be admitted. This omniscient agent is God. 

God or Parames'vara is also the employer ofan individual being to non-integral 

action like integral one. He performs so for giving them chance to enjoy their result 

ofkarma performed in the previous birth or in the present birth. Even the possession 

of different bodies is in accordance with the vices and virtues performed in the 
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previous birth. God engages one in integral action to make them liberated. Liberation 

is also under the control ofGod. Miidhaviicdrya also says that liberation which an 

individual through the purification of mind or with the help of the water of the 

injunctions of the Siistras and also through the Divine grace can attain an absolute 

cessation ofsufferings like birth etc. From this it can be concluded that the S'iistric 

injunctions as well as the Divine grace are essential for attaining liberation, which is 

accepted as the Ultimate goal by the most of the systems of Indian Philosophy. 

It has been stated by Udayana that from the fact of dependence, from 

eternity, from diversity, from universal practice, and from the; appropriate to each 

individual self-mundane enjoyment implies a supernatural cause 

(sapeksatvadanaditvad vaicitrydd vis'vav ~ ttitva ~ I 

pratyiitmaniyamddbhukterasti heturalaukika ~ II Nydyakusumdiijali -114). 

First, in order to establish the class of causes in general Udayana says

"sdpek ~ atvdt ' i.e., due to dependence. lt means that effect is occasional. All 

effects must have a cause since they are occasional ( kadZicitka). The entity which 

occurs in a particular time and does not occur in a particular time is called occasional 

or kiidiicitka- Each and every effect exists after its origination, but not before and 

hence it is called kadZicitka. The eternal entities remain at all times while the 

absurd entities never exist. On account ofthis they are not considered as kdddcitka 

or occasional. 

If the cause of a jar were eternal, the jar etc would have to be taken as eternal. If 

a jar's cause were occasional, the series of causes would have to be taken as 

occasional leading to the defect of Infinite Regress (anavastha). If a cause is 

occasional, the cause of it would be taken as the same, which would again depend 

on another one, which is also occasional, and thus there would arise the defect of 

anavasthd . In order to avoid this defect one of the causes, which is primordial in 

the series, has to be accepted as having no cause (ahetuka). In reply it is said

anddltvdt (from the eternity of cause and effect). The relation between cause 

and effect is eternal as a stream. The infinite regress ( anavasthii l like seed and 

sprout is faultless, as it is not experienced with the senses. Eternity is felt as a 

capacity of an individual and as a stream. The Self, Space, prior absence 

( prdgabhdva] etc. are eternal individually, because we do not find any moment of 

their origination. The seed and sprout, being individually originated, are eternal as a 
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stream, because between these no one has felt it as having primordial origination. 

Ifat all a cause is required, Brahman or Pradhdna may be regarded as the cause. 

To meet this objection Udayana says- "vaicitrydt' (due to the diversity). The 

diversity ofeffect implies the diversity ofcause. The syllogistic argument goes as 

follows: .Kiiryam victrakiira '!avat vicitrakiiryatvdt •(i.e., an effect is endowed 

with diversified cause, as it is a diversified effect). If a single cause were admitted 

as a cause of the diversified effects, the diversity of effects and their varieties 

would not have been possible. 

Ifthere is at all necessity ofadmitting diversity ofcauses, this diversity must consist 

of the visible causes. Why are the invisible causes like unseen factors (ad r s t a) 

etc taken into account? In reply it is said- vis'vav r ttita h (i.e., due to the universal 

practice). All wise persons are found to be inclined to the performance ofsacrifice 

etc. with a desire to avail otherworldly welfare, which can never be in vain. The 

sacrifice etc. cannot give rise to fruit unless the acceptance of some unseen factor 

(ad ~ ~! a), which exists after the ritual is over. Between the performance of the 

sacrifice and the attainment offruit there is an intermediate operating factor, which 

is called ad ~ ~ !a . 

It may be argued that the unseen factor should remain inhered in the enjoyable 

object, but not as a quality inhered in the self. In response to this it is said 

•pratyiitmaniyamddbhukte h • (due to the enjoyment of the happiness or misery 

which is different in different self). The enjoyment either in the form of happiness 

or misery is different in different self. From this it is assumed that the unseen factor 

or ad ~ ~! a remains in the selfbut not in the enjoyable object. Many persons may 

enjoy an object, but some of them may feel happiness and some misery. The same 

object may become the cause ofhappiness to someone and misery to someone. For 

this reason unseen factor inhered in a particular selfbecomes the cause ofa particular 

feeling towards the object. For the reasons mentioned above the supernatural causes 

like ad ~ ~ !a etc. have to be accepted. Asan agent ofconveying the result according 

to this unseen factors God has to be accepted. 

Regarding the Divine existence Udayandcdrya has given a beautiful verse, which 

is worth mentioning in this context. All the inferential arguments in favour of the 

Divine existence have been put in a verse, which runs as follows: 

Kiiryiiyojanadhrtyddeh paddt pratyayata h s'ruteh I. . 
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VZikyat samkhydvis'e siicca siidhyo vis'vavidavyaya h ' 11 11 

That is, 'from effects, combination, support, traditional arts, authoritativeness, 

s'ruti . the sentences there of, and particular numbers, an everlasting omniscient 

Being is to be established. 

From the fact of effect God is inferred, which is mentioned earlier 

(k ~ iti ~ sakart ~ ka kdryatviit ). In this argument the subject ( pak ~a) i.e., earth 

or k ~ iti denotes each and every generated object and hence there is no chance of 

contradiction (vadha) in the case of atom (parama '!u ], which is not at all 

generated or janya. There is an effect called siddhasddhana . because in the 

generated objects a jar etc that comes under the generated entities the phenomenon 

of having an agent ( sakart ~ katva ) is already established. In spite of this it is not 

harmful, because this inferential cognition of a probandum or sddhya has been 

done in the subject, which is limited by the limitor of subjectness 

(pak s atdvacchedada], If the opponents try to prove the absence of agency 

( kart ~ ktvii bhdva ] in the case of God, which is a pak ~ a, a question may be 

asked to them in the form- whether the subject, or paksa i.e .. God is established 

through reasoning or absurd. If it were taken as an absurd entity, the inference 

would be taken as fallacious due to having a defect called ds'raydsiddhi . If, on the 

other hand, God is established with help ofsome reasoning, it will be established as 

the agent of this world. If so, the inference of the absence ofagency ofGod would 

have contradicted, because it's existence is already proved through reasoning. Hence, 

God is to be admitted as the agent of this world. 

The second argument in this connection is that the existence ofGod is to be inferred 

from the fact ofits agency in arranging (iiyojana ) the atoms, which are the initiators 

of creative activity. The initial creation starts from the combination of atoms. As 

atoms are unconscious in nature, they cannot automatically be combined without 

the intervention of the conscious just as an axe cannot work without the help ofa 

conscious operator. Had it been accepted that the atoms are automatically conjoined 

without the help ofa conscious principle, it would follow that an unconscious can 

act without the help of the conscious and it also follows that creation would follow 

for an endless period of time leading to the cessation of dissolution. These two 

unwanted consequences would have to be accepted, which is not at all possible. 

That is why; a conscious principle has to be accepted behind the combination of the 
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atoms. This conscious principle is God, which is supported by S'ruti text also. It 

has been stated that when God is awaken, the world becomes active. When this 

cold-hearted one is sleeping, the whole world becomes inactive. The ignorant 

individual being is not the controller ofhis happiness and misery. They go to heaven 

or hell being guided by God. Prak ~ ti creates the whole kinetic and static world 

being supervised by Him. 

It has been mentioned earlier that God is inferred as the creator of the world and 

also an agent ofconjoining the atoms at the time ofcreation. Secondly, the elements, 

which have got weight, cannot exist in void. Ifa stone is thrown upward, it will fall 

down. We can say such type of sustenance is a kind of effort. When a bird flies, it 

does not fall down though it hassome weight due to having some effort in it. Similarly, 

there must be some effort with the aid of which this world is not falling down 

though it has got some weight. But if the bird is shot down, it will fall down as its 

effort ceases. But in reality it is found that the world, though having some weight, is 

not falling down. So it can reasonably be concluded that there must be some effort. 

As the weight of this world is beyond the weight ofevery perceptible elements of 

this world, none except God can convey an effort or support to this world. This 

particular function is called dh ~ tt or upholding the universe. The term ddi 

incorporated with the term dh ~ ti signifies the destruction also which is caused by 

someone having effort. In other words, the whole world starting from the universe 

to dyadic compound is destructible by someone having some effort, because it is 

destructible in nature,just like a tearing cloth ( Brahma '!diididvya '!ukaparyantam 

jagat prayatnavat vinas'yam vinas'yatval pii I yamdnapa laval ).
o 0 

The existence of God can be proved from the fact of the destruction and creation 

ofthis world. The world is created or destroyed by God's will. The existence ofan 

agent of such activities has to be inferred. This agent is not available among the 

human beings having limited knowledge and capacity. Hence God is to be accepted 

as the agent ofthe same, because He has no limitations or bindings: At the time of 

destruction ofthis world only atoms exist and nothing else. When creation starts, it 

starts with the combination ofatoms, which can be successfully accomplished by 

God alone. Because He alone knows the minutest character ofatoms and acquires 

the power ofcombining two minutest atoms. 

Another argument for the existence of God is forwarded with the word- padiiI , 
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which etymologically means something by which the object of usages is known 

(padyate gamyate vyavahdrdngamartho 'neneti). From this it is known to us that 

the meaning of the term 'pada' is the verbal usages of the old (v ~ ddhavyavahdra ) 

from which the Divine existence is established. The syllogistic argument will be of 

the following type: 'The expertise of a weaver in producing a cloth etc, the verbal 

usage of the human beings and the usage of the letters etc lie on an independent 

being, as it is a case of verbal usage'. This independent being is God. 12 

God can also be established with the help of pratyaya i.e., authority of having 

strong belief. No one can have trust on something if it does not have any authority. 

The continuous trust on verbal testimony is caused by the attribute in the form of 

right cognition ofthe sentence meaning, as it is a kind of pramd '!a , like perception 

etc. As the great persons have always admitted its authority, it cannot be said that 

it lacks prdmd '!ya. It is beyond the purview of an individual having limited 

knowledge to know the virtue and vice and hence the possibility ofhaving an attribute 

in the form ofright sentence meaning is not possible in him. It is possible only by an 

omniscient being who is God. 

With the reason- s'ruti the existence of God is proved. That is, God is inferred as 

the composer of the s'ruti- The inferential argument based on the method of 

difference is of as follows: 'The Vedas are composed by an Omniscient Being, as 

they are Vedas in nature. That which is not composed by an Omniscient Being is 

not the Veda, just as the ordinary sentences' 

(Tatha hi -sarvajiiapranlta veda~ vadatvdt. Yat punar'!a sarvajiiapra nltam 

ndsau vedo yathetaravdkyam ). What is called the Veda? That whose source is 

not available and which is accepted by the great persons is called Veda.The sentences 

composed by Manu etc have got their source in the Veda. Our perception etc 

cannot be the source of the Vedas, because there is a chance of illusion. As they 

are accepted by the great persons, they are stated to be perfect. The gapless 

continuous tradition cannot be their sources, because this continuity is disconnected 

at the time ofdissolution. Hence the Vedas have no source of origination and they 

are taken to be composed by the Omniscient Being who is God. The inference in 

proving the existence of God can be drawn basing upon the method of agreement 

also. From the incorporation of the term 'vdkydt 'it is known that the Naiyayikas 

have introduced another type of affirmative inference having hetu in the form of 
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s'ruti , which runs as follows: 'The Vedic sentences are composed by an individual 

being, as they are sentence in nature, just as the sentences uttered by us'. 

(Vedaviikydni pauru~eyani vdkyatvdt , asmadddivdkyavat ). This 

composer of the Vedic sentences, not being available in ordinary human beings, is 

taken to be God. 

From the standpoint ofa particular number (samkhydvis'e~at) the existence of 

God is inferred. The dyadic and triadic compound must have some quantity by 

virtue of possessing the nature of substance. This quantity being an effect must 

have some cause. 

The quantities existing in atomic and dyadic compound cannot be the cause of the 

same, because the former is having etemality and the latter is having an atomic 

one. Moreover, the quantity of triadic compound is large (mahat). If such quantity 

can be originated from something having atomic dimension, the dyadic compound 

which also arises from the atom would have been taken as having the large quantity 

(mahat), which is not possible in the actual world. It cannot be said that the quantity 

of the dyadic compound etc is originated from the synthesisation of the parts 

(pracaya), because in such cases no contact of the parts as found in cotton is 

possible. The properties 'twoness' existing in a dyadic and 'threeness' existing in a 

triadic compound are the causes of the quantities existing in dyadic and triadic 

compounds. As the numbers 'two' and 'three' are more than one, they need some 

cognition ofdifferentiation (apek ~ abuddhi) for their understanding. The cognition 

ofdifferentiation in the form of 'this is an independent case' in the atom and dyadic 

compound is not possible for the ordinary human beings like us having limited range 

ofcognitions. Hence, such type ofcognition ofdifferentiation belongs to God alone 

who is Omniscient. If God is not admitted, the phenomenon of apek s dbuddhi 

would be impossible leading to the non-origination of the numbers two and three, 

which, in turn, leads to the non-origination ofthe quantities in the dyadic and triadic 

compounds. If such were the case, the origination of the world from the quantities 

ofdyadic and triadic compounds would not at all be possible. Hence it is better to 

admit God for the reason mentioned above. 

It is known that a word has got a particular meaning as it signifies an object. The 

power ofwords to signify their objects is generated by God. The relation between 

a word and its meaning has been initially established by God alone, but no other 
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being, because God is alone omniscient (sarvajiia). As human beings have got 

some limitations, they cannot provide power in the word to denote a particular 

meaning. An individual may declare that Mudgapar '!I is the name ofa tree. But 

the problem may be raised how he knows the object as such. Ifhe knows this from 

the convention or the verbal usage of the old (V ~ ddhavyavahdra }, it may be 

asked how the old generation comes to know the relation between a particular 

word and its meaning. In this way it remains problematic in the initial verbal usage 

done at the time ofinitial creation. As during this time there was no convention, it is 

to be admitted that there was someone who at first declares that Mudgapar '! [ is 

the name of a plant. This particular power of knowing a particular object by a 

particular term is given to a man by God initially. That is why, it has been admitted 

by the Naiyayikas that the Divine desire that this meaning has to be understood 

from this word is the import of a word (asmdt s'abdddayamartho boddhyavya 

iti IS' varecchd samketa ~ ). 

In the sutra- "samjiiiikarmatviismadvis' i ~ ~ anam lingam' Ka '!ada says 

that the phenomenon of samjiidkarma of the element 'air' is done by the 

omniscient God. In another siitra - 'Pratyak ~aprav~ ttvdt 

samjiidkarman ah ,13 <Kaniida again says that the said samjiiiikarma is 

possible for the agent through perception only. That is to say, the name of elements 

cannot be decidable without the perception of these elements. Hence the persons 

who perceive the elements, which are referred to by naming words like 'air' etc. 

depicted in the Veda, give the name of these elements. Therefore, the person who 

at first depicts these names in the Vedas is the creator of the Vedas. The agent of 

the Vedas is God who being omniscient has got perfect knowledge of all matters 

before. 

The atheists may deny the existence of God due to the absence of His perception. 

To them it can be said that the non-existence of an entity can be proved by its non

perception ifand only if the entity is capable ofbeing perceived in an ordinary way. 

God is not capable of being perceived with the help of ordinary means. Hence the 

non-perception of God does not prove His non-existence. 

As God is not capable of being described and bearing no colour, shape etc., we do 

not know the exact nature of God. Hence to know the same we have no other 

alternatives than to depend on the S'ruti -texts and other inferential arguments 
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forwarded by the Naiyayikas etc., though there is diversity of opinion about the 

essential characteristics of God. 

The opponents may object to the fact of the authority of God, as He has no right 

cognition. For the right cognition He is concerned with an object, which is previously 

known. In response to this it can be said that the right cognition should be defined as 

an independent apprehension, which corresponds to its object of the external world. 

God is the source of such type of knowledge and hence He is regarded as the 

supreme authority to us. Moreover, God is endowed with merit, knowledge, and 

concentration and free from illusion and carelessness. His merit produces merits of 

each person and gives motion to earth and other elements. 

God is devoid of three attributes, which are sattva, raja ~ and tama ~ . In spite of 

this God performs His creation in accordance with these attributes. God is described 

as attributeless (nirgu,!a), as He is devoid ofthese three attributes, the constituents 

of Maya or avidyii (ignorance). This Maya. which is otherwise known as 

iitmamdyd is called the magic power ofGod. Maya is called Prak ~ ti while 

May, (the possessor of Maya) is called Mahes'vara- God's knowledge is 

eternal, which is evidenced from the following fact. If His knowledge were not 

eternal, the creation of this world done out of the desire of God would have been 

stopped for the time being for want of appropriate knowledge of an object. For 

being an agent the direct awareness of the materials causing effect should have 

been there, which is evidenced from the definition ofan agent (karta ). The definition 

goes as follows. An individual who has direct apprehension of the material of an 

effect and who has got desire of performing an action is called an agent 

(upadd,nagocardparok ~ ajnanacikl.r ~ iimattvam kart ~ tvam ). Due to the 

eternality of God's knowledge we do not find any gap between two activities and 

hence these activities continue for the endless period oftime. Without accepting the 

eternality ofGod's cognition there cannot be continuity in the activities performed 

by Him. It may be argued by the opponents that at the time of interval between 

destruction and creation there is DO activity due to the absence of the knowledge 

for the time being. For this reason God's cognition cannot be called eternal. In reply, 

it can be said following the line of the older school of Nyiiya that the concept of 

eternity in the case ofGod is completely different from other cases. The eternity in 

the ordinary sense is not applicable in the case of the knowledge of God. The 
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conclusion that God's cognition is transitory is purely groundless on account of the 

fact that ifGod's cognition were eternal up to the destruction of this world, it would 

be taken as eternal at the time ofdissolution also due to the absence of the cause of 

its destruction, just self is considered as eternal even at the time ofdissolution due 

to the lack of the cause of its destruction. 

The desire of God may be considered as eternal, as His cognition is eternal in 

character. If it is so, every object of this world may be worthy of His desire. But 

desire without an object is not possible. In this connection a question may be raised 

as to the content of desire. If it were accepted that God's desire of creation is 

eternal, dissolution would never follow. Similarly, ifHis desire ofdestruction is taken 

as eternal on the other hand, the phenomenon ofcreation does not come into being. 

All these problems may easily be solved if the concept of eternity is taken in the 

specific sense in the case of God. For an ordinary human being desire arises from 

the contact ofthe sense organ with an object, mind and self, without which desire is 

not possible at all. Hence the desire ofan individual is not eternal. But God's desire 

arises out of the absence of the contact of the sense-organ with an object, mind and 

self (undtmamana h samyoga ], as He has no physical body like ordinary human 

beings. Such a desire is eternal in character. 

IV 

Let us review some of the arguments favouring the Divine existence. It has been 

said earlier that God is admitted as the conveyer of the result of karma. If it is 

accepted that God has only the function ofgiving the result ofkarma, it will have no 

liberty at all. If God has no liberty at all, why will He be regarded as Almighty? If 

He has no power at all, why people will surrender to Him? God without power is 

impotent. Impotency for the part ofGod is unintelligible. 

Ifthe conveying the result ofkarma is taken as Divine sports (lila)' some problems 

may crop up in respect oflaw ofkarma. A question may be raised whether conveying 

the result, if taken, as lila is arbitrary or systematic. If this is arbitrary, the law of 

karma will collapse. If this is systematic, i.e., lila s are in keeping with the result 

ofkarma done by an individual being, they are not to be taken as lila in the true 

sense of the term. To the Naiyayikas God creates the world after keeping the result 

ofkarma ofan individual in view. IfGod's lila were irrespective ofan individual's 

action, there would arise the defects like k r tapra n as'a (non-attainment of the. . 
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result of karma done by an individual being) and ak r tdbhydgama (attainment 

of the result ofkarma not performed by an individual). If every action is dependent 

on God's desire, it may be asked whether this desire depends on karma of an 

individual or not. If God or His desire is bound by the karma of a j 1va , He will 

have no autonomy, which is not desirable. If God's desire is taken as superior, 

karma may seem to be impotent having no power of its own. If karma is taken as 

superior, one could ask what function God serves. IfGod has no function, it will lose 

its godliness. If God and Karma both are accepted as superior, God has to depend 

on karma. Hence He will be no longer a powerful being or omnipotent due to the 

loss ofautonomy. 
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~I	 ~ 

~ I ~\bM\blil ~~atill~~, ~- ~nD~8a:, '1:-~q~ I 

e l"Only the man who has a taste for every sort of knowledge and throws himself 

into acquiring it with an insatiablecuriositywill deserve to be called a philosopher." 

--fitfif~~~-3j5'lfipPUI4t15lill~.-('1Ii1l',~- ~~8~, '1:- ~b'~1 

s r'If'you consider Philosophy sitting in an ivory tower, even then you prove this to 

be the fate of human beings." - ~N~I4"t-1~ fit>G1~f1Js --~~lfl'r, ~

~oo~, '1:- ~I 

(/: I"The same problems, the same disputes, the same sheer failure. Why not 

abandon it and come out?" - ~~ ~ Hhllfiltt - ~. 1!ll:D.~, ~ 

~,~- ~~~o,~, '1:- ~I 

~ I"Whereofone cannot speak, thereofone must be silent." - fit ft&C'i1il~"il~ 

--~~,~ - ~~~8, '1:- ~~ 1 

'\ I"Philosophy must be something different from a collection box for unresolved 

problems." - ':t1i11S1ClS"101l filii;t~~-~~lfl'r, ~- ~oo~, '1:- 81 

lr l"Philosophy is a radical science, in the sense that it goes to the roots, 

deeper than other sciences. It will further analyze and question where the oth

ers are satisfied." - "~11&14iPlilt f1Js"~~-~~lfl'r, ~- ~oo~, '1:- ~ I 

" I"..... I dissent emphatically from the conclusion that, because imperfect, it is 

worthless." - ~~ 1!l'5 ~~lfiltt ~.I!ll:D.~, ~~, ~ - ~~~O, 

~,'1:-~1 

~o I"..... Philosophy, instead of losing ground through the development of science, 

has become more lively and Richer." -- ~11514"t-1~ f1JsG'j~fit> ---~~ 

lfl'r, ~- ~OO~, '1:- 81 

n	 I" those questions which are already capable of definite answers are placed 

in the sciences, while those only to which, at present, no definite answer can be 

given, remain to form the residue which is called philosophy." --- fit el<tO~'1~~ ~ 

fil>G1~fit>--.~, ~~'t,~ - ~~b'~, '1=- ~o I 
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~~ I ~0Cli\1i\"'f ~-- ~~,~@ ~,~~~,~- c9fN )80'1 

(iS1t1~lrn ~OO) 9f.- ~~~ I 

~I:J	 I"Our orthodox theology on the one side, and our common place materialism on 

the other side, vanish like ghosts before the daylight offree sceptical inquiry,"

--~~~'5 rn~IMffl m~. ~l:D. ~,~~, ~- ):ll~o, ~, '1g-81 

~ 8 I"The aim of Philosophy is to bring man towards the struggle for conscience.t'

--~cit\5l<f"Cfifl fitsa<j>tMs ---~~~, ~- ~oo:>, '1g- ~b' I 

~il: I"The ultimate sanction, therefore, ofall morality (external motives apart) being 

a subjective feeling in our own minds, ",,"---~'@fflM1;tRi~tr~--~~~, 

~ - :> b'~:>, '1g- ~b' I 

~~ I "No man ..... can be saved unless the race is saved." --~'~:Rmt"i\ 

Msa<j>tfits ---~~G'ftG1, ~- :>:ll'1~,~, '1g- :> '1 I 

~q I" ...... if our life is to be great and free, we must escape this prison and this 

strife. One way of escape is by philosophic contemplation.Y-r- ~ ejOClCa<j:il>t ~ 

fitsa<j>tl¥--.~, ~~'t, ~ - :>:llb':ll, '1g-:ll~ I 

~lT	 I " .....Philosophy was a reasonable, a scientific activity, a teaching, and not po

etry." --- ~~I\5I<f"CfiflMsa<j>tfits ~~~, ~ -~OO}, '1g-~ Im 

~~ I "Addison, perhaps, will be read with pleasure, when locke shall be entirely 

forgotton." ---~~~<t'i\>tlf.«. ~'@:ilJIi\ \!)\t'<5I'!il;ijJl~ ~ --~~-- "\5g CiSl. 

~"i\. (:ill~R!J'!il ~~, ~- :>:ll:ll~, '1g-~ I 

~o	 I"Be a Philosopher; but, amidst all your Philosophy, be still a man."---~~i\<t'Hl\ffi 

~~ ~'@:ilJli\\!)\1'<51'!il;ijJ1Rs~--~~--"\5gCiSl.~"i\.DlI~R!J'!il~~,~

:>:ll:ll~, '1g- 8 I 

~~	 I "Happy, if we can unite the boundaries of the different species of Philosophy, 

by reconciling profound enquiry with clearness, and truth with novelty.v-> ~M 

~~<t'Ol>ttf.f~ ~'@:ilJI~ '!ll1'<51'!il;ijJt~ ~ --~~-- "\5g CiSl, <.!R. DlI~R!J'!il ~ 

~, ~- :>:ll:ll~, '1g- :lll 

~~ I"Philosophy...... grows directly out oflife and its needs.t-r-~~Msa<j>tMs 

---<fitf.rz~, 9f.- «I 

~I:J I "What is your aim in Philosophy-- To shew the i1y the way out of the 11y
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0\8I"In the realm ofcognition. the special sciences are the trees. but Philosophy is
 

the soil. which makes them possible."--~~.filoil1)jfilo~~~.'PjI- ~ I
 

o\tt I"Philosophy is neither accidental nor supernatural but inevitable and normal." 

-l!lqCi"lil)j ~ filoil1)jfilo C9IIt. ~- ~~oa: 'PjI- ~~ I
 

o\~ I" a Philosopher is a lover of truth and reality; or that his nature •.... is allied
 

to perfection; or again. that given the right training. no other will be so completely
 

good and enlightened." - ~fiMl;qfilqs~atWt -~ilJlqsC\\il~l"'S qso(CiI"ltS. ~ 


~~8~. 'PjI- ~~o I
 

0\"\ I "The Philosopher is a man who has been able to rise superior to his passions
 

and become. so far as human being can, pure soul."-- Cil'Blfilo~ -•. I!l~.
 

'G1lti'I't.. ~ - ~~~~. 'PjI- ~a: I
 

0\11' I"Philosophy is essentially tied up with life."- qiilC& C""'ll'lll~ ~lItif filoil1)jfilo -


-~~iIltif. ~- ~~q~.~. 'PjI- ~q I
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~~~~ ~~~~'1OiI~G'j~IC~ ~~~~~ M~~~ ~16l1'f"1<mc9Af 

.-~cltJ~~~~'C~I~~~.-~ciJ~~~~~, 

1!l~~~~~~m'Ca'~'Cl!t~~~~1 

~1@f.f.~~"1aj'jC'1lbOil~9\@,~ ~ ClT~m 

~~~ ~~, ~~ ClR~ ~CltH~ ~~~ ~15l1~9Af 

~cltJ~ ~~~~ I ~ - '~' Cl!t~ )f'fJ1HflC9t~, 9ftmtt, fuc;, c~ 

~~~~9\@I~"OOf~~~mrct:l:~~,~~~ 

'9ltf~ Cl!t~ 15l1~.-~ m~ IlInl ~1lI!l"~ ~~'9t~ 

~C)f"l!l'5\S~.,-lt~m~11!l1l:~'~~.-~,~~'~~ 

Ra~I~~l:~CCft~~~~~Cl!t~~~.,-lt.~1 

~9ft"~~"Il"f&~ 1!l4 ~~~~~fiTN~I~~ 

~~Cl!t~~~m~<fl-I!l<f$~~~~~I~9ftm 

~,(lf~Cl!t~I5lI'f"fmr;9Af~~~~~,~ ~Cl!tqr~~~ 

~ ~"'1t~I ~~~~Cl!t~ 15l1'f"f~C9Af~~. C"IfitltJ ~ 

~n~~~,~cltJ~~~~~ll!?l\6I~AA~~ 

Cl!t~~ ~ll5lllT"fmC9Af~~~ ~~~, 9flfr~~ 

.-~cltJ'll~~~~~~"'1t~I~~l:~~C"Jrnr 

Cl!tqr 15l~~~CI!l~~~~I!l~ 1!ll:'Ut9\tt'll' ~~ ~~ I~ I6lI'f'l1mC9Af 

~~'1I!lI'll~~~lm~Cl!t~~~~I6l~~~~~ 
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~cutatJt ~ ~ou I ~ ~<ml'if~~ ~9t ~~.~~~ 

J1~I~ISfOj~ cutatJt ~~ fitI Cll ~CfT-~ ~ I5\f.mr ~~~ ~~ 

~9\~9flft~~~~l~jC~~~~OUI~~~. 

~~<r$~'<f~~9\m~~<!l~~~~9It~9\<roFr~ 

~~~~<!l~~~~~Ic;mril~~~~~~~ 
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'6l1~lC'Hl~_ Ic<t>t~ <!l~ ~~c<r't~~~~~~~ 

~~~~~~~~',~'<tD<!l~~~<!l~~~ 

~~~I ~~~~~etrn~c<liiI~~~~9\§<l~Oji)M 

~Cf6)~<!l~~~~I~ ~~m:~~~mm~~~<!l~~ 

'6lt~~f&c4~~~<mr~-~~9\~~I~IOB1~ ~9\1TIf1 

~~~~m~~~~~IJllC\5~<mf~Cllt~~~ 

<mr~'6l'=JIJ1<le-l~CW'em~~~ ~~I '6l1~tc~~~ ~~~~ 

Cllt~~~~<!l~~~<mf~1 

m~~<!l~~~~OUI'6lCOj~J1~~CJ1tISf11@t9\t~OU~ 

~ ~CfT~~~~~<mr 1~'~m~~9\1TIfM~ 

~9\1TIfOU'-<!l~~~1l1,=1~~~'6lI~IC~~~~lm~I~~~<!l~~ 
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\5. ~~ 9ltc1
 
~~. ~. "1Hlt'il"1<fl :~~ 1<Ti Ni!lVmUM. ~
 

~ ~o01T 

~ -e~-~~-~~~mC'f~ -I!ll:~~-e )f\f~G'l4~

~NlfJto~I'iill!lllffi~m~'6ItCi1If4':l ~mr ~-~NJ"l'ml1 ~~~ 

)fCbI!)O\\b1 ~1~0\41i1 ~~~~~lft-fM~Wsm~. ~1fun 

~.m1~~lSt;q ..t~14C'iilCb:011~1!ll1'St~~C'f~-~NJ"1Ia!\'iil~ 

~~. ~~~I!l~1 )~a:o-~o ~~~~~I ~t!lMi$3IC"'iil 

~~-Cfo{.~.~.~~~<ptllimr~~~~~~ 

~ ~lf.llet -I!ll:~ ~~'el1,-Nl4 9\gc;qC~~~~ijl~;qq\\bt'iil 

~~~~~~~~~~-M'!831~C"'iil~~1 

~~~~)fC"'ili1CO\()~<\o)I!l~~$Ii{~ett~C'f~~$ij 

"1gc;q"1)fCb\bO\\bl ~t~lc ..I'iil ~ I!l~ lft-fM4C"~ ~~~ II!llIC~g41'iil ;q1'4JMQI~ 

~~~'I!l~~l!llJli1~t"W~()~8~)~~~-'6Il~g41~ 

~~~~~~~~C~fi:i1I~~~-~~~ 

"lm\1l~"l!)t ~lf'4li{~~~~~~~ ')fIl:Ci1O{;~' -\!l. ~ 

~m~~~~~~II!l~~-e~~~~~~~

~Nl~.Cltt4~)f~4Iiil,,~-~NJ·t~~~II!ll:)f~41~,,~-~NJ"t~ 

mnf~~.~~~~)~<\o~~~~I~l!lll~ICij'iil 

1S11l\b;qC(I!ll:~~~.~~~~lett~~~~~~Gf' 

~~~~enl\5.~~9flii~~~~1 

\5.~1l~~~~)f~4Iiil,,~-~Nl"1IC~'iilm~~lm~ 

~. ~et~<pt-I!llI~g41~. $li{f.l>~~~Cij~~owet'e ~-~Nl"l'ml 

~C'f"Ut9\<1S'6IICi1lb"I~.~~~.~~~~-~~~ 

)-.:><\ 9f0mm~OfCm~ I 

~~ lflI$ ~'1Gf'~I$l~ \5. ~ )f~41~" ~-~Nl"1Ia!\'iil 
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:~-l5l~~ ~o)f)t'Jblij"ii1'~'t1 

~~~!Xt ~ llblii~IC<q )'J~<t'l~~ ~-~Nl"11Cf!l~~'C ~l5llcii1lfb~ 

~~ I ~~fiiI;~ ~ If!~ ~~tof 1511 Cii11 bOllfG I ~jOl<qc~8t<t'I!lI<ql it ~~!Xt Ji1"'l~~IC<l ~l: 

~1!l<ql"fG~ ~E,~ 'C ~ ~'5tN ~9\I!lJ ~ ~ I 'S. 9ftii ~ ~C~C~ol 

~lOl;q~8t~~I<ql" c;qxt C'S!I~lCii11~~~~~,~ I5lI~WT~ ~ 

15l\fi~t<pl:~cmll ~'S!lN><qlit~~ ~IOl<qC<t'8t~l!ll<ll,,~~nnl~PfC~Pf~~~tof~~1 

~'S!IN><llit~ ~l:15l1Ci'llbOllfG ~~~~tofl ~-~N>"1IC31~ AAif~~'C 

'14 ~'S!IN;<lIC"~ 'C9R{ 1l1!l31\S1c;.q 15l1Ci'lI<qS9f1\5<Rt ~ ott I~~ ~IOlqC<qS8tfll<lIC"~ ~~~ 

!l'S!INl<q11f615l1~IC'T~mtm ~~m~I'S. 9ftii~l:~~~~I5lICi'llbi\l 

cml~_<qSC~C~ol I 

~'S!IN;;ql~ ilIOlqt<pf6iflI<lIClf!l ~~~~-'6lC<qSf5Ms~~ )'J~<qSI~Ol 

~~N;"11C3l<u1Y1<qSlSlc;.q Y14jCi'llb~l~ ~ ~'cm4 ~~'fJ~ ~'1c~8t<qS\!ll<llit I 

~'1~8tfll<qI"~~_~,~~~,Yja;~,~~~~ 

~tufirw;s, f9Ilml ~, ~ Qf$f ~~~"t"JR9f~ cml 'S. 9\tc;r ~'1C<qS8t<qS~\qt"C<qS 

I5lICi'lI~ «~C!l.O\ I 

~'1~8tfllqIClf!l~~'{~~tof~nt~~~~~.~~1 

Ql~Dl~~Y1C'JPl!llqlit ~~~cml~~~~-~~~~fit~IC~~ ~~

~~1t"'Tli'lcOI~ ~ 'C ~ -~9frlfI$ftw Wtw 'C tJ.NI~I~ISIc;.q ~~~~JI~fGCI!lI 

f11)'J~lCCl~I5lJlrn~CC11l~~-tt)'J~~~,~~~~15l1~IC"~ 

~~lf~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

~~~l1~M<qS ~ I 

<ll'ti~lql">iI~~Cii1ll~~~-'6l~<qS~~-~ 

~,lfl2f~~~~~-~N>~~~~~~'CQC>i"1oq~~ 

"ll'ti"lIC"ll~9R{~ I~~~ ~NlI!l'!,j(A)'~ ~~~~CI!l~R"I"~IC"l ~Gf 

<t>C1lC~O\~~~ql'ti<l'C"~P'l~~I~~~<qS~~~~~<fCiiI. 

~~~~~lOl<ll'tllll~c:?l'tlC"llC&@~9R{~~(}t'{3m~II!l"CCl"~<t'l'tlC"llC&@~9R{ 

~~orem~II!l"CCl"~"lI'ti"lICitCCf~IlJI~<ltC"~~C~.~C~~.~~ 

~1fi{~C~.~~'S.~~~1fi{~~~~,~l:~~cfit~ 

~~-~~<qS~?~1\SlfG~~~~~I"lI'tiC<tS8t<t'~I<lI"~~ 

c"11;l1 ~,~~~~ ~\S. 9ftii ql'tiC<t'8t<t>~lql C"~ Y11f1 Ci'll bOll ~SfJt"O!"b"Ci'f~ I 

ql'ti~8t~l!ll<llCitll Y141 Ci'll bOll ~1lJtrn~~ ~~<llitfGll ~ <W1C~0\ \S. 
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